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Abstract 

Since the late 1960s, chemo-resistive gas sensors have been getting a lot of attention. The 

materials used for this type of gas sensors have some inherent advantages like their low 

cost, as well as the ease of manufacture and miniaturization. These sensors, however, also 

have some inherent drawbacks. These include a lack of selectivity and high power 

consumption since they are constantly heated to temperatures between 200 and 500 °C. 

In this Thesis, two different classes of materials were investigated for the use in chemo-

resistive gas sensors operated at temperatures below 100 °C. First, with the help of 

supercritical fluid reactive deposition, WO3 nanoparticles were surface loaded with 

metallic Pt clusters. Most publications of Pt or Pd-loaded semiconducting metal oxide 

materials reported the presence of oxidized noble metal clusters and found a Fermi level 

pinning mechanism. In this Thesis, experimental proof was found that SFRD results in 

metallic Pt clusters and a spillover sensing mechanism. The second investigated class of 

materials for their gas sensing properties below 100 °C were semiconducting metal 

sulfides. The amount of research on this class of materials for gas sensors is relatively low 

and when this work was started, there were no publications with experimental proof for 

sensing mechanisms to any gas. In this Thesis, PbS colloidal quantum dots and Bi2S3 

nanorods were investigated for their gas sensing properties. The sensing mechanisms to 

NO2 for both materials were revealed. For Bi2S3, the sensing mechanism to O3 was 

investigated as well, in addition to the interference of O3 with the sensing mechanism to 

NO2. It was found that the investigated metal sulfides in this Thesis react selectively with 

oxidizing gases. For PbS, it was additionally found that the presence of organic ligands 

used to stabilize the colloidal quantum dots have a significant effect on the stability of the 

sensor as well as the sensing mechanism to NO2. It was revealed that NO2 reacted with 

the residual organic ligand which resulted in the formation of an insulating organic shell 

around the CQDs as well as an initial boost of the sensing response due to a byproduct 

formed during the decomposition reaction of the organic ligand. For Bi2S3, it was found 

that the sensing mechanism with NO2 changed in dependence on the present 

concentration. While low NO2 concentrations resulted in healing of sulfur vacancies, 

higher concentrations resulted in the formation of nitrates.  



 

 

 



 

 

Zusammenfassung 

Seit den späten 1960ern bekommen chemo-resistive Gassensoren viel Aufmerksam. Die 

Materialien, die für diese Art von Sensoren verwendet werden, haben einige inhärente 

Vorteile wie einen geringen Preis, sowie die einfache Verarbeitung und Miniaturisierung. 

Allerdings haben sie auch inhärente Nachteile, wie zum Beispiel die Selektivität und relativ 

hohe Stromverbräuche, da die Sensoren konstant auf Temperaturen zwischen 200 und 

500 °C beheizt werden. In dieser Thesis wurden zwei verschiedene Materialklassen für 

chemo-resistive Gassensoren, betrieben bei unter 100 °C, untersucht. Zunächst wurden 

mit Hilfe der Überkritischen Reaktivabscheidung WO3 Nanopartikel mit metallischen Pt-

Clustern beladen. Die meisten Publikationen, die Pt- oder Pd-beladenes WO3 behandeln, 

berichten von oxidierten Edelmetall-Clustern und dem Fermi-level pinning Mechanismus. 

Im Rahmen dieser Thesis wurde experimentell bewiesen, dass metallische Pt-Cluster in 

einem Spillover-Mechanismus resultieren. Die zweite Materialklasse, die auf ihre 

Gassensoreigenschaften bei unter 100 °C untersucht wurden, waren halbleitende 

Metallsulfide. Die verfügbare Menge an Literatur für diese Materialklasse ist 

vergleichsweise gering und zu Beginn der hier präsentierten Thesis gab es keine 

Publikationen mit experimentellen Beweisen für Detektionsmechanismen. Im Rahmen 

dieser Thesis wurden kolloidale PbS Quantenpunkte und Bi2S3 Nanostäbchen auf ihre 

Gassensoreigenschaften untersucht. Der NO2-Detektionsmechanismus wurde für beide 

Materialien aufgedeckt. Für Bi2S3 wurde zudem der O3-Detektionsmechanismus und die 

daraus resultierende Interferenz mit der NO2-Detektion untersucht. Beide Metallsulfide 

reagierten selektiv auf oxidierende Gase. Mit PbS wurde zudem entdeckt, dass der 

organische Ligand, der zur Stabilisierung der Quantenpunkte verwendet wurde, 

erheblichen Einfluss auf sowohl die Sensorstabilität als auch den NO2 Detektions-

mechanismus hat. NO2 reagierte mit dem organischen Liganden, was sowohl in der 

Bildung einer isolierenden Schicht um die halbleitenden Quantenpunkte resultierte als 

auch in einer Verstärkung des Sensorsignals aufgrund eines gebildeten Nebenprodukts 

der Reaktion. Bei Bi2S3 wurde entdeckt, dass der NO2-Detektionsmechanismus sich mit 

zunehmender NO2-Konzentration verändert. Während bei niedrigen Konzentration 

Schwefel-Leerstellen geheilt werden, bilden sich bei höheren Konzentrationen Nitrate.    
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Introduction and Motivation 

1 

1. Introduction and Motivation 

In our daily life, we are surrounded by gas detection devices in a wide array of different 

applications. Excellent examples are automated ventilation systems, air quality control 

systems, exhaled breath analysis and industrial safety [1]. One of the earliest application 

fields was in coal mining resulting from a skyrocketing need for coal in Great Britain due 

to the implementation of illumination devices using flammable gas from coal in the 1820s. 

To meet the increased demand, the mining depth had to be increased. However, the 

deeper layers that now were mined also had higher gas concentrations, specifically of 

methane and H2S [2]

methane is explosive and H2S can form flammable gas mixtures with air in addition to 

being toxic or even deadly for humans in certain concentration ranges. The increased 

amount of gas, especially methane, lead to an increase in the number of mine disasters 

resulting in an increasing demand for gas detection systems to prevent these tragic 

events. In the early 1900s, small animals like canaries were used to detect dangerous 

levels of gas. John Scott Haldane found that small animals reacted more sensitive to 

increasing gas concentrations. Hence, if a canary stopped chirping, a gas leak was 

expected, and the miners left the mine immediately. In the following decades, several 

technologies were developed for the detection of gases, starting in 1925 with a device 

that detected combustible gases through light wave interferences. Four decades later, 

Naoyoshi Taguchi developed the first commercial sensor based on semiconducting metal 

oxides (SMOX). This, again, was initiated by a safety issue. In Japan, gas was and still is 

used for cooking. This led to a high number of domestic gas explosions. The 

commercialization of the gas sensing device by Naoyoshi Taguchi significantly decreased 

this number.  

SMOX based gas sensors have been widely and thoroughly investigated since the 1960s 

when it was first discovered that the conductance of ZnO changed depending on the 

surrounding atmosphere [3]. Shortly after, Taguchi brought the first commercial sensor 

based on SnO2 to the market which is the most widely investigated material so far (Figure 

1). However, the interest has been shifting to other materials as well. Nowadays, 

researchers are also looking into WO3, In2O3, TiO2, ZnO, CuO, NiO and many other 
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materials as gas sensing materials. Pristine SMOX materials are easily processed, 

miniaturized, cheap and robust [4]. However, all of these materials require high operation 

temperatures (between 200 and 500 °C) resulting in high power consumption [4] and 

often suffer from a lack of selectivity. Specifically, the (often) strong cross sensitivity to 

humidity is a huge drawback which requires alternatives for pristine SMOX materials. The 

high operation temperatures are usually required to 1) overcome the activation energy 

required for reactions and 2) to ensure the recovery of the baseline material. An additional 

benefit is the lower baseline resistance usually observed for semiconductors at higher 

temperatures.  

 

Figure 1: Number of publications on different semiconducting materials applied in gas 
sensors based on an internet search on https://www.webofscience.com/ on February 8th, 
2022. The keywords used for the search were the respective semiconducting material in 

 

The focus of this Thesis was the investigation of materials that would allow for operation 

at temperatures below 100 °C and thereby to significantly lower the power consumption. 

A possible way to obtain a sensor capable of detecting gases reversibly at temperatures 

below 100 °C is using SMOX based heterostructures. Already the first commercial sensor 

from Taguchi was made from SnO2 loaded with Pd [5]. Therefore, the investigation of 

heterostructures, meaning combinations of two or more SMOXs [6 11], the combination 

of a SMOX with a noble metal [12 15], carbon nanotube systems [16 19] or multilayer 

systems with filtering layers (physical or catalytic) [20 22] has been shifting into the 
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Many researchers have been able to show the advantages of using heterostructures 

compared to pristine materials. However, the research is still mostly based on a trial-and-

error approach. Even though the mechanisms are now better understood, the correlation 

between the synthesis, the structure and the function of the additive is still not fully 

investigated [11].  

In this thesis, a WO3 sample loaded with Pt will be investigated for its gas sensing 

performance at 75 °C. A number of publications exist on Pt-loaded WO3 samples that were 

investigated for their gas sensing properties. However, for these sensors it was either 

experimentally proven, or strongly suggested by the results that the Pt-additive was 

present in oxidized form. The sensing mechanism discussed for these samples was usually 

the Fermi level pinning mechanism (see section 2.1.3). The method used to produce the 

samples investigated in this Thesis (this work was started but not finished during the 

 ) was previously not reported for the production of Pt-loaded 

WO3 for gas sensors. Supercritical fluid reactive deposition (SFRD) supposedly results in 

WO3 samples loaded with metallic Pt clusters due to a reduction step with H2 at the end 

of the process. his material has previously not been 

investigated and could reveal a different sensing mechanism than WO3 loaded with 

oxidized Pt. 

summarized in chapter 5.1. 

Metal sulfides are an alternative class of semiconducting materials that have been getting 

more and more attention over the past decade. Compared to SMOX based gas sensors, 

this class of materials is significantly less investigated, and the mechanisms are 

significantly less understood. However, research in recent years has shown the potential 

of sulfides for low temperature gas sensing [23 26]. PbS is one of these sulfides. 

Impressive NO2 sensing abilities were reported in literature before [27 29]. However, the 

mechanism had not been investigated. The same is true for Bi2S3, although significantly 

less work has been done on this material (Figure 1) [24,30]. In this Thesis, the sensing 

mechanisms of these two sulfides to NO2 will be discussed in detail in addition to an 

explanation for their selective behaviors. The O3 sensing mechanism of Bi2S3 as well as the 

inhibition effect of O3 on the response to NO2 will be investigated as well.  
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2. Theory and Literature 

2.1. General Aspects of Chemo Resistive Gas Sensors 

Gas sensors generally consist of a receptor and a transducer. The receptor recognizes 

analyte molecules while transducers translate the recognized molecule into a measurable 

signal. In chemo resistive gas sensors, this measurable signal is the change in resistance 

induced by reactions that take place at the surface. The processes will be discussed in 

more detail in the following sections. 

2.1.1. Adsorption of Gases and Reception 

The adsorption of gases at the surface plays a significant role in the reception process in 

chemo resistive gas sensors. This adsorption can be differentiated in physisorption, 

chemisorption or ionosorption. In physisorption, the interaction is based on van der Waals 

forces and only takes place at low temperatures [31]. This interaction is usually weak, fast 

and reversible since desorption requires little to no additional energy. In chemisorption 

and ionosorption, however, the interaction is significantly stronger, and it is usually 

accompanied by an electron transfer [32]. The processes taking place during and following 

the chemisorption are often complicated and are not easily described. For example, it is 

possible that the molecule that adsorbs at the surface dissociates while possibly charging 

the surface or being charged itself. Additionally, further surface reactions might take place 

[32]. Therefore, reversing chemisorption requires significantly more energy than 

reversing physisorption. In practical setups, the energy for reversing the reaction is usually 

obtained by heating the system or by irradiation with light [32]. Additionally, due to the 

formation of chemical bonds during chemisorption, this type of adsorption is highly 

directional and only takes place at specific sites [31].  

This is also shown in Figure 2. The Lennard-Jones diagram shows the potential energy as 

a function of the distance between the surface and the adsorbate. One can see that 

physisorption takes place at larger distances but is also significantly weaker which can be 

observed as a smaller Hp compared to Hc. Ea is the energy barrier between the 

chemisorbed and the physiosorbed state that is present in many but not all cases. This is 
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often relevant if the chemisorbed molecule is dissociated and subsequently physiosorbed 

at the surface. 

For physisorption, the interaction between the surface and the adsorbate is very uniform 

across the surface and the interaction between the physisorbates is sometimes even 

stronger than the interaction between the surface and the physisorbate. In contrast to 

physisorption, chemisorption is highly directional which means that specific surface sites 

are needed for this interaction to take place. The exact position and orientation with 

respect to the surface also plays a significant role in the binding interaction [31].  

 

Figure 2: schematic illustration of the Lennard-Jones potential of physisorption and 
chemisorption in dependence of the distance r between the surface and the adsorbate; 

c p a = activation energy and the 
respective distances rc, rp and ra  = dissociation energy. After [32]. 

The reception of target gases on the surface of semiconducting materials that results in a 

detectable signal is usually based on chemisorption. Depending on the target gas and the 

semiconductor, the adsorption can either be a simple chemisorption or be followed by a 

dissociation of the target gas resulting in a more complicated reception process. 

2.1.2. Electronic Properties and Transduction 

For chemo resistive gas sensors based on semiconducting materials, surface defects have 

been found to play a significant role. The amount of surface defects depends on a variety 

of factors like the temperature or the purity of the material [33]. The formation of defects 

is a result of thermodynamic principles that apply at temperatures above 0 K. The free 

enthalpy G of a material is composed of the entropy S in dependence of the temperature 
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T and the crystal enthalpy H (equation 1). Both the crystal enthalpy H and the entropy S 

increase due to the formation of defects. However, the product of the entropy S and the 

temperature T is a negative term which results in a minimum for the free enthalpy G 

(Figure 3)[33].  

 1 

 

Figure 3: Schematic illustration of the contribution of the crystal enthalpy H and the 
entropy S to the free enthalpy G resulting in a minimum of G at a certain defect 
concentration. After [33]. 

The formation of defects influences the band structure of semiconductors. Depending on 

the type of defect, either a donor or an acceptor band will be formed in the band gap. This 

will be exemplary explained for a SMOX with oxygen vacancies as defects.  

Figure 4 schematically shows the band structure of a semiconductor with a band gap Egap 

between the valence band edge EV and the conduction band edge EC. The Fermi level EF is 

in the middle of the band gap (exactly in the middle at 0 K, shifted at higher temperatures, 

see [34]). The formation of oxygen vacancies in SMOX materials results in the formation 

of a donor band ED in the band gap Egap. Equation 2 shows why. 

 2 

When a lattice oxygen  leaves the material and forms an oxygen vacancy , it also 

leaves behind two electrons . These electrons are energetically much closer to the 
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conduction band than the electrons from the valence band which means less energy is 

required to excite them to the conduction band. Also, this is the reason why the Fermi 

level shifts to higher energies, because now the highest occupied electronic state is the 

donor level which means the Fermi level is now above the donor band [35] (defined for 0 

K). 

 

Figure 4: This is a schematic illustration of the influence of oxygen vacancies on the band 
structure of semiconductors. On the left, the Fermi level EF is positioned in the middle of 
the band gap Egap between the valence band EV and the conduction band EC. On the right, 
the Fermi level EF is shifted between the donor band ED and the conduction band EC. After 
[35]. 

As mentioned earlier, the adsorption of target gases (reception) needs to be translated 

into a measurable signal (transduction). In chemo resistive gas sensors, this measurable 

signal is a change in resistance. In order to understand the transduction process, it is 

necessary to look at the band structure of semiconductors again. The adsorption of target 

gases is energetically described by surface electronic states. For example, if oxygen is 

adsorbed at the surface, equation 2 is reversed. This means instead of the formation of a 

vacancy and a release of electrons into the material, electrons get trapped by adsorbed 

oxygen resulting in a surface electron depletion layer (Figure 5).  

Since the sensing layers of chemo resistive gas sensors most often are porous, the gases 

can diffuse through the whole layer and adsorb on the surface of all grains. If we stick to 

the example of an n-type semiconductor, the adsorption of oxygen on all grains results in 

an increase of the resistance. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 6. The adsorption 
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of oxygen at the surface results in an electron depletion layer at the surface of all grains 

[36 38]. This results in the formation of Schottky barriers at the grain-grain boundaries 

hindering the charge carriers to pass through the material. This means that due to the 

adsorption of oxygen the resistance of the material increases.  

 

Figure 5: Schematic illustration of the influence of the formation of surface acceptor states 
due to the adsorption of oxygen and the resulting upwards band banding and surface 
electron depletion layer in n-type semiconductors. After [37]. 

 

Figure 6: Schematic illustration of the Schottky barrier at grain-grain boundaries in 
dependence of the surrounding gas atmosphere. 

Further, this explains why the resistance changes when other gases adsorb/react with the 

surface. CO, for example, reacts with oxygen to CO2 at the surface of the grains. This 

means that previously adsorbed oxygen that trapped electrons from the material, will 

react with CO and release the electrons back into the material, resulting in a decrease in 

the upwards band bending and the thickness of the surface electron depletion layer. At 
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the same time, this means that the resistance of the material decreases because the 

barrier at the grain-grain boundaries decreases in height and the charge carriers can pass 

through the material more easily. 

2.1.3. Noble Metal Loading 

In the gas sensor community, loading base materials with noble metals has been discussed 

for multiple decades. The first commercial sensor by Naoyoshi Taguchi was based on SnO2 

but was loaded with Pd (unknown whether as oxide or metallic). Although it has been 

discussed for so long, the sensing mechanism, especially in relation to the morphology of 

the material, is not fully understood. A lot of fundamental research has been focused on 

 suggestions for 

the sensing mechanisms [39,40]. These have been and constantly are refined until today. 

According to the current understanding, there are basically four different mechanisms 

when noble metal additives are involved. For example, a dopant, which is distributed 

throughout the whole material, can result in the formation of activated lattice species. 

Großmann et al. reported the activation of lattice oxygen due to the substitution of Sn4+ 

with Pt4+ in the lattice of SnO2 [41,42] which resulted in an enhanced sensor response for 

CO and H2. A similar effect can be observed in the presence of surface additives. In case 

the surface additive is a pristine noble metal, oxygen can adsorb onto the surface cluster. 

This results in its activation which is followed by its migration to the base material. There, 

the oxygen dissociates, is ionized and readily reacts with target gases. This is the so-called 

spillover mechanism as it was reported by Hübner et al. [43]. This mechanism can also be 

referred to as chemical sensitization [39,40].  

If the surface additive is electronically coupled to the base material, it is spoken of 

electronic sensitization [39,40]. In this case, the reaction takes place exclusively on the 

surface of the additive resulting in its oxidation or reduction. The change in the oxidation 

state results in a change of the Fermi level and thereby influencing the charge distribution 

in its direct vicinity which results in a change in resistance. This was experimentally proven 

by Staerz et al. with Rh2O3 as a surface additive on SnO2, WO3 and In2O3 [8]. Since the 

resistance of the whole sample is controlled by the Fermi level of the surface additive, this 

mechanism is also referred to as Fermi-level control mechanism.   
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Using a combination of in-situ and in-operando spectroscopic methods, it is usually 

possible to identify the sensing mechanism. To predict the sensing mechanism of a system 

to a certain target gas, however, is still not possible. Even though the different sensing 

mechanisms are more and more understood, the correlation between the concentration, 

size, morphology and distribution of the surface additive on the surface of the base 

material is still not fully comprehended.   

2.2. WO3 

WO3 is an n-type semiconductor with a wide bandgap of 2.5  3.2 eV [44]. It has a number 

of very interesting properties resulting in its implementation in many different 

applications. Among these properties are its electrochromism and thermochromism 

which makes WO3 an interesting material for anti-glare and anti-reflecting mirrors and 

smart windows [44]. Thermochromism is linked to a distortion of the crystal structure of 

WO3 with changing temperature. At temperatures below 17 °C but above -50 °C, the 

crystal is in a triclinic form. Between 17 °C and 330 °C, WO3 is monoclinic. Above 330 °C 

up to 740 °C, the crystal structure is orthorhombic [44]. The color of tungsten oxides is 

also dependent on the stoichiometry of the material. WO3 has a green-yellow color, which 

changes to blue to brown with a change of the stoichiometry from WO2.9, WO2.72 to WO2. 

Metallic tungsten appears grey [45]. 

After ZnO, SnO2 and TiO2, WO3 is the most widely investigated n-type SMOX for the 

application in chemo resistive gas sensors (Figure 1). The pristine material is often 

reported to show good sensor responses to acetone and ethanol [46]. It was also found 

that loading WO3 samples with noble metals severely influenced the sensor responses in 

addition to resulting in lower operation temperatures. 

Pt is one of the noble metals that has been widely investigated as additive in combination 

with WO3 as base material [47 52]. To my knowledge, the first report was published in 

the 1960s by Shaver who observed an enhanced response to H2 [53]. This was followed 

by reports on enhanced sensing abilities to CO [54], NH3 [55], ethanol [56], H2S [57] and 

NO2 [58]. Additionally, it was observed that the operation temperature could be reduced 

by using Pt as additive [55 58]. The sensing mechanism, however, was rarely investigated. 
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Most publications made assumptions based on the mechanisms proposed by Yamazoe 

and Matsushima [39,40] but did not support their arguments with spectroscopic data.  

3 samples loaded with low amounts of Pt 

[59]. The results will be shortly summarized in the following. 

The Pt was added via supercritical fluid reactive deposition (SFRD) starting with 

Pt(COD)Me2 as a precursor (see section 4.1.1) [60]. The samples were then screen printed 

on Al2O3 substrates with Pt electrodes on the front side and Pt heaters on the back side. 

With the help of scanning electron microscopy, it was found that the Pt clusters were all 

below 10 nm in diameter, and that the diameter increased with an increase in Pt 

concentration (Figure 7). 

 

Figure 7: SEM images of pristine WO3 (left), WO3 loaded with 0.1 wt% Pt (middle) and WO3 
loaded with 0.2 wt% Pt (right) with a 300k fold (pristine) and 400k fold magnification (Pt 
loaded samples). From [59]. 

The measurements were conducted at 75 °C in dry air, 30 % r.h. and 80 % r.h. under the 

exposure to different concentrations of CO, acetone, toluene and ethanol (Figure 8). It 

was observed that the presence of Pt on WO3 has a significant influence on the sensing 

characteristics. Firstly, it is observed that the baseline resistance of the sensors increases 

due to the presence of Pt which indicates electronic coupling between the surface additive 

and the base material and the withdrawal of electrons from WO3 by Pt. Secondly, while 

no significant sensor responses were observed for pristine WO3 to any of the tested gases 

(including humidity), the sensors with the surface loaded samples showed good responses 

to CO and ethanol. Additionally, responses to acetone and toluene could be observed in 

dry air. However, these signals were lower for the sample with 0.1 wt% Pt compared to 

those with 0.2 wt% Pt and decreased to negligible values in humid backgrounds. The 
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presence of Pt also resulted in faster response and recovery times, which becomes 

obvious when the resistance measurement of the sample with 0.1 wt% Pt is compared to 

the one with 0.2 wt% Pt.  

 

Figure 8: DC resistance measurement of pristine WO3 (bottom), WO3 loaded with 0.1 wt% 
Pt (middle) and WO3 loaded with 0.2 wt% Pt (top) under the exposure to different 
concentrations of CO, acetone, toluene and ethanol in dry different background humidity 
levels (dry, 30 % r.h., 80 % r.h.) at 75 °C. From [59]. 

The underlying surface chemical reactions resulting in the observed effects on the 

resistance were investigated using diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier Transform 

spectroscopy (DRIFT spectroscopy). First, the effect of humidity on the surface was 

investigated (Figure 9). It was found that the presence of Pt resulted in a decrease in 

surface hydroxyl groups which was shown by the lower number of exchanged groups for 

the samples loaded with Pt (Figure 9, left). The isolated hydroxyl groups on pristine WO3 

at 3727 and 3640 cm-1 increase in the presence of H2O and are exchanged in the presence 

of D2O resulting in a shift of these bands to 2748 and 2684 cm-1, respectively. The 

exchange of the isolated hydroxyl groups is not observed in the presence of Pt. 

Additionally, it was observed that the effect of humidity on pristine WO3 was in general 
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stronger than on the samples with Pt, both on the resistance and on the surface of the 

samples. For pristine WO3, a decrease in W-O bands (2064 and 1857 cm-1) was observed. 

In addition, the intercalation of water into the lattice was found which was indicated by 

the increasing band at 1615 cm-1 in the presence of H2O and the shift of this band to 1193 

cm-1 in the presence of D2O. These very dominant bands for pristine WO3 are significantly 

less dominant for the samples loaded with 0.1 wt% Pt and are barely visible for the sample 

with 0.2 wt% Pt anymore. The band centered at 1025 cm-1 was assigned to W=O bonds. It 

was concluded that the decrease in resistance was a result of the intercalation of water in 

surface oxygen vacancies which in turn resulted in a shortening of W-O single bonds 

shifting their character to W=O double bonds.  

 

Figure 9: DRIFT spectra in 10 % r.h. H2O and in 10 % r.h. D2O after the exchange (left) and 
the corresponding DC resistance measurement recorded during the exchange experiment 
(right). From [59]. 

After the effect of humidity was understood, the surface reactions with CO were 

investigated in different background humidity levels (Figure 10). In dry synthetic air, the 

electrical effect of CO on pristine WO3 was very small (Figure 10, right). Contrary to what 

would have been expected, for low CO concentrations a small increase in the resistance 

was observed. This changed for higher concentrations when the resistance decreased as 

expected. The effect of CO on the Pt-loaded samples was significantly more pronounced 

and a strong decrease in resistance could be observed even for low concentrations. The 

response of the two materials was comparable.  
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The DRIFT spectra explained the different behavior of pristine WO3 compared to the Pt-

loaded samples (Figure 10, left). For pristine WO3, small decreasing bands assigned to W-

O single and double bonds could be observed (2064, 1857 and 1025 cm-1, respectively) in 

addition to a decreasing band at 1670 cm-1. This band could not be assigned at the time. 

Except for the band at 1670 cm-1, these bands could all be observed for the Pt-loaded 

samples as well. Additionally, a band at 2087 cm-1 was observed that shifted to 2028 cm-

1 when exposed to 13CO. These bands were assigned to metallic Pt-12CO and Pt-13CO 

bonds, respectively.  

 

Figure 10: DRIFT spectra in dry synthetic air in the presence of 500 ppm CO and 500 ppm 
13CO (left) and the corresponding DC resistance measurement recorded during the 
exchange experiment with CO concentrations between 25 ppm and 500 ppm CO and the 
exchange with 500 ppm 13CO (right). From [59]. 

In 10 % r.h., similar observations were made (Figure 11). The pristine material showed 

only a small response to CO that was correlated to a surface reduction of WO3 indicated 

by the decrease of the bands assigned to the W-O bonds at 2064 and 1857 cm-1. For this 

measurement, the band at 1670 cm-1 (could not be assigned) was not observed. The band 

centered at 1025 cm-1 which is assigned to the W=O double bond could not be nicely 

resolved here. For the Pt-loaded samples, in addition to the decreasing bands assigned to 

W-O single bonds, the metallic Pt-CO band at 2087 cm-1 and the Pt-13CO band at 2028 cm-

1 could be observed again.  
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The findings of the resistance measurements and the DRIFT spectra lead to the conclusion 

that the sensing mechanism of the Pt-loaded samples was based on a spillover mechanism 

which significantly enhanced the response of the sensors to the presence of CO at 75 °C.  

The DRIFT spectra also indicated that the Pt surface clusters were mostly metallic since 

the only CO-band that could be observed could be assigned to the Pt0-CO band. The 

however. The answer to this question, as well as the final proof for the spillover 

mechanism with CO will be presented in this Thesis. Further, the reaction of pristine WO3 

at 75 °C with CO will be examined in more detail in order to explain the unexpected 

behavior of the resistance observed in low CO concentrations. 

 

Figure 11: DRIFT spectra in 10 % r.h. in the presence of 500 ppm CO and 500 ppm 13CO 
(left) and the corresponding DC resistance measurement recorded during the exchange 
experiment with CO concentrations between 25 ppm and 500 ppm CO and the exchange 
with 500 ppm 13CO (right). From [59]. 

2.3. PbS

PbS is a semiconducting material that can be both show p- and n-type behavior [61]. It 

occurs naturally as the mineral galena which is often used to extract lead from [62 66]. 

The material has a narrow and direct band gap with a value of 0.41 eV [67 70] which can 

be tuned in dependence of the grain size as a result of the quantum confinement effect 

(see section 2.3.1) [71]. The large Bohr exciton radius of PbS with 18 nm [72] results in an 

effective charge separation. PbS has been and still is investigated for a wide array of 
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applications like photovoltaics [71,73], solar cells [74 76], and photodetectors [73,77

79]. In recent years, PbS has also been investigated for the detection of a variety of gases, 

especially at low temperatures; this is a big advantage over SMOX materials [28,80 84]. 

On the other hand, PbS is toxic for humans and the environment and needs to be handled 

with care. This might be part of the reason why the amount of research on PbS as a gas 

sensing material is considerably lower than the number of publications on SMOX based 

gas sensors (Figure 1). Navale et al. investigated the gas sensing ability of PbS thin films 

for H2S, NH3, C2H5OH, CH3OH, Cl2 and NO2 [80]. They operated their sensing device at room 

temperature in a static system and measured the change of resistance when exposed to 

100 ppm of each of the test gases. They observed a selective behavior for NO2 with a 

response of 78 % compared to responses below 10 % for the other test gases [80]. 

Mosahebfard et al. investigated the effect of each 1 % of methane, oxygen, ethanol and 

CO on the resistance of a PbS sensor and found a fairly selective response for methane 

[28]. Liu et al. and Li et al. both looked into the sensing abilities of PbS colloidal quantum 

dots for 50 ppm H2S, SO2, NO2 and NH3 and found a very high and selective response for 

H2S at an operation temperature of 135 °C [82,85]. All of them suggested sensing 

mechanisms related to reactions with surface adsorbed oxygen. However, none of the 

mentioned publications did any spectroscopic studies to confirm the suggested 

mechanisms. Additionally, as already mentioned earlier, the number of publications on 

PbS as a sensing material is very low. There are still a lot of questions concerning the 

surface reactions leading to the detected change in resistance. This Thesis will present 

extensive evidence of the surface reactions induced by NO2 resulting in the observed 

response at room temperature with differently prepared PbS samples. Also, the effect of 

the sensor preparation process on the sensing properties will be discussed. 

2.3.1. The Quantum Confinement Effect 

Over the last few decades, zero-dimensional materials like quantum dots have been 

getting more and more attention. This interest is partially based on the fact that the band 

gap of quantum dots can be tuned by controlling their size. In order to understand how 

this is possible, it is necessary to look into how energy bands are formed in solid materials. 

Each atom has orbitals at certain energies. If a second atom gets close to the first atom, 

the orbitals overlap, and a bonding and antibonding orbital is formed where the bonding 
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orbital has a lower energy than the atomic orbital, and the antibonding is at a higher 

energy. This will happen with every further atom that is added to the structure resulting 

in the formation of further molecular orbitals. At some point, the energies of the 

molecular orbitals will be so close together that they are considered to be an energy band 

of finite width [86]. This is schematically illustrated in Figure 12. Now it becomes clear why 

it is possible to tune the band gap of nanostructures. By decreasing the size of 

nanoparticles below a certain limit, the bands become discrete energy levels and the band 

gap becomes controllable [86].   

 

Figure 12: Schematic illustration of the changing structure of energy bands based on the 
increasing number of atoms. 

2.4. Bi2S3 

Bi2S3 is an n-type semiconductor with a band gap value of 1.3  1.4 eV. In contrast to PbS, 

Bi2S3 is not toxic to health and environment and in that regard has a big advantage over 

PbS. Just like PbS, Bi2S3 has a variety of different application fields including photovoltaics 
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[87,88], photodiodes [89,90] and bio-imaging [91,92]. Recently, Bi2S3 caught the interest 

of the gas sensor research community as well. However, the overall amount of research 

on this topic is low. One of the first reports on the gas sensing properties of Bi2S3 is from 

2008 by Yao et al. [93] 2 in a nitrogen 

background and found a dependency of the change in conductance on different 

concentrations of H2 when operating the sensors at room temperature [93]. Yang et al. 

investigated the sensing ability of Bi2S3 to ethanol, NH3, H2S, NO2, CH4, NO and H2 at room 

temperature and found a response of 12 % to 5 ppm ethanol. The responses to 50 ppm of 

each of the other gases were lower [94]. Fu et al. reported a selective response to NH3 

over a number of VOCs like ethanol, methanol and benzene when operating the sensor at 

30 °C and in 48 % r.h. [95]. Kan et al. reported a selective response to NO2 over SO2, H2S 

and NH3 at an operation temperature of 18 °C [24]. The reports on the sensing 

characteristics of Bi2S3 varied a great deal in the type of gases that could be detected. 

While Fu et al. claim a selective response for NH3 over ethanol and other VOCs, Yang et 

al. report a selective response for ethanol over NH3 among other gases. However, the 

sensing materials were prepared through different synthesis strategies which could have 

an effect on the sensing characteristics. This was certainly observed for other sensing 

materials [96]. As in the case for sensors based on PbS, none of these studies did in-

operando investigations on the sensing mechanism or any chances related to the 

exposure to the tested gases. In this Thesis, the sensing characteristics of Bi2S3 nanorods 

prepared through a hydrothermal approach were tested at 50 °C at three different 

background humidity levels and under the exposure of a number of different gases. The 

sensing mechanism to NO2 was extensively studied, as well as the observed inhibiting 

effect of previous exposures to O3 on the sensor response to NO2.  
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3. Fundamentals of the Experimental Methods 

3.1. Ex-situ, in-situ and in-operando 

Ex-situ, in-situ and in-operando are terms used to describe the conditions the experiments 

were conducted in with regard to realistic conditions. Ex-situ experiments are done in 

conditions that are in no way related to realistic conditions. For example, X-ray 

photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) is done in ultra-high vacuum conditions. Gas sensors, 

however, require the presence of low pressures of gases otherwise there is nothing the 

gas sensor can detect. Therefore, the standard XPS experiment is usually described as an 

ex-situ experiment. The description changes to in-situ when the experiments are for 

example done at low pressures as was reported by Junker et al. among others [97]. They 

conducted XPS experiments at total pressures of 1 mbar instead of in ultra-high vacuum 

and were able to measure the resistance of the samples simultaneously. While this gives 

information on changes at the surface concerning the composition and the oxidation 

states of the surface elements, in later experiments it was found that the pressure has a 

significant effect on the resistance which is why this experiment is described as in-situ. 

Experiments that are done in realistic conditions, this means at the best operation 

temperature and application relevant pressures with a real sensor device that enable the 

simultaneous evaluation of the sensor response are described as in-operando.  

Many of the experiments that are shown and described in this Thesis are done in-

operando. If the experiments were done in-situ or ex-situ, this will be stated in the 

respective section on the experimental method. 

3.2. Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy 

With diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform spectroscopy, short DRIFT 

spectroscopy, it is possible to measure the changes at the grainy surfaces of sensing 

devices due to the exposure to target gases in-operando. This means, it is possible to 

changes at the surface at relevant operation temperatures. The theory behind this 

method is the same as in basic infrared spectroscopy and can be found in detail elsewhere 
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[98]. Radiation can induce a change of the electric dipole moment which gives 

characteristic information about the sample. In accordance with equation 3, the observed 

frequency depends on the masses of the involved atoms described by meff (equation 4) 

and the strength of the bond described by kf.  

 3 

 4 

In most common IR spectroscopy setups, the transmitted radiation through a pellet is 

detected. As indicated by the name, in DRIFT spectroscopy the diffusely reflected 

radiation is monitored. This is possible with the help of special optical mirror systems. The 

beam is adjusted on the sample with the help of multiple mirrors, including a parabolic 

mirror, where the beam is reflected. The reflected radiation is collected by a second 

parabolic mirror and directed towards the detector. Usually, the reflection of the beam is 

a mixture of diffuse and specular reflection. The amount of specular reflection, however, 

is low for samples with a rough surface. For both cases, the beam will penetrate the 

surface of the sample and gather information on the surface chemistry and the changes 

due to the exposure to certain conditions.  

 

Figure 13: Schematic illustration of the differences between specular reflection (a, blue), a 
mixture of specular and diffuse reflectance (b, blue) and diffuse reflectance (c, blue) of the 
incident radiation.  

3.3. X-Ray Absorption Spectroscopy 

X-ray absorption spectroscopy (XAS) is an inner shell spectroscopy. This means that an 

atom is either excited (energy of the x-ray photon elevates an electron from the core level 
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to an unoccupied level) or ionized (electron is ejected from the atom). The required 

energies for these processes are characteristic for each element and compound giving 

information on its electronic structure (XANES  X-ray absorption near edge structure) 

and the neighboring atoms (EXAFS  Extended x-ray absorption fine structure) of the 

respective element [99].  

 

Figure 14: Schematic illustration of the potential wells and the resulting absorption of a) a 
monoatomic absorbing material and b) an absorbing atom with a neighboring scattering 
atom. Adapted from [99 101]. 

When the energy of the photon is high enough to excite or eject an electron from the core 

level, a sharp absorption edge is observed (Figure 14a, right side). The position of this 
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absorption edge shifts depending on the oxidation state of the respective element. In the 

case of a noble metal like Pt, for example, the L3  edge (absorption edge for the deepest 

shell) for metallic Pt is observed at 11,563.9 eV, for PtO2 the L3  edge is at 11,565.6 eV 

[102]. The position of the absorption edge is what is investigated in XANES (Figure 14b, 

right). In EXAFS, one looks at the fine structure after the absorption edge which gives 

information on the neighboring atoms (Figure 14b, right). If an electron is ejected from a 

core level, it has a kinetic energy which is the difference between the energy of the 

incident photon and the binding energy. The ejected electron is described by a wave 

function where the wavelength decreases with increasing kinetic energy. When there is a 

neighboring atom, the wave is scattered and superposes the incoming wave. The result of 

this superposition depends on the atom that absorbed the photon energy (the wave 

function of the ejected electron) as well as the distance to the neighboring atom (bond 

length). Both are characteristic for specific elements and their combinations giving the 

possibility to clearly identify the investigated system [99]. 

3.4. X-Ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

Similar to XAS, in x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS) core electrons are emitted and 

monitored. However, in XPS the kinetic energy of the ejected electron is the measure of 

interest [103]. The method is very surface sensitive since only electrons that are close to 

the surface can escape. Electrons that are deeper in the bulk of the material will lose 

energy due to inelastic scattering effects and will not be able to leave the material. The 

measured kinetic energy Ekin can be used to determine the binding energy EB of the 

electron which is the difference between the incident x-ray photon energy h  (usually an 

Al K  or Mg K  source with energies of 1.487 keV or 1.254 keV, respectively) and the 

measured kinetic energy of the electron Ekin [103]. The binding energy EB is characteristic 

for each element and compound. In XPS, it is also possible to observe secondary effects 

like the ejection of Auger electrons which can disturb or cover up certain regions of the 

spectrum. The energies for these effects are also well known and can be found in many 

publications and reference tables [104].  
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Figure 15: schematic illustration of the processes during x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy: 
a) emission of a primary electron; b) the hole in the inner shell is filled with an electron of 
one of the outer shells, the released energy can result in the emission of a secondary 
electron, this electron is an Auger electron. After [103]. 

3.5. Kelvin Probe Measurements 

As was discussed in section 2.1.2, the adsorption of gases influences the surface band 

bending and as a result changes the work function at the surface. With the Kelvin Probe 

setup, it is possible to directly measure the work function changes and to correlate them 

to changes in the surrounding atmosphere [105]. In principle, the Kelvin Probe setup is a 

parallel plate capacitor where the work function of the material of the tip and the work 

function of the sample are different. When the two materials are electrically contacted, 

charges start to flow until the Fermi levels are aligned. The rearrangement of charges 

results in the formation of a bias across the capacitor which is called the contact potential 

difference [106]. With the help of a backing potential, it is possible to shift the relative 

position of the Fermi levels again and thereby to control the bias across the capacitor 

[105,106]. There are two different principles to measure the change in contact potential 

difference with the help of the backing potential. If you choose to operate the system in 

locking or zeroing mode, the backing potential is adjusted until the change in contact 

potential difference is zero. The mode that was used in the measurements shown in this 

Thesis is the so-called non-locking mode. Here, the backing potential is varied in a much 

higher range and the amplitude of the current is measured at (at least two) different 

voltages. The obtained values are linearly interpolated which enables the determination 

of the backing potential where the current is zero.  
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Kelvin Probe measurements are a useful tool to investigate the conduction mechanism in 

semiconducting materials under different gas atmospheres which has been shown 

repeatedly [107,108].  

 

Figure 16: Schematic illustration of the CPD measurement. a) The metal tip and the 
semiconducting sample are not connected, and the vacuum levels are at the same height. 
b) The metal tip and the semiconducting sample are connected which results in the 
rearrangement of charges until the Fermi levels of the two materials are aligned. c) By 
applying an appropriate backing potential, the vacuum levels can be aligned again to the 
initial values. d) in the presence of oxygen, the bands of the semiconducting material show 
an upwards band bending which influenced the work function at the surface of the 
semiconducting material resulting in a smaller contact potential difference than in the 
absence of oxygen. Adapted from [109]. 

In general, the change in work function is the sum of the change in surface band 

bending e Vs, the change in electron affinity  and the change in distance between the 

conduction band and the Fermi level (Ec-EF) (equation 5). Since the latter is related to 

bulk properties which are not affected by surface reactions, it stays constant. The electron 
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affinity changes when surface dipoles are formed like it would be the case if humidity 

were present and would react with the surface. For the reaction with oxygen, however, 

the electron affinity is expected to stay constant which means that this term can be 

neglected. For reactions that only influence the surface net charges, this only leaves the 

surface band bending and equation 5 can be simplified to equation 6, which also shows 

how the measured CPD can be set in relation to the band bending and the change in work 

function. 

 5 

 6 

 
7 

Equation 7 shows how the change in surface band bending is related to the measured 

resistance R. Using equation 7 to fit a plot of the resistance R as a function of the change 

in surface band bending e Vs allows for the determination of whether a material follows 

a depletion layer-controlled or an accumulation layer-controlled conduction mechanism. 

If the value for m is 1, the material follows a depletion layer-controlled conduction 

mechanism. Is the value for m equal 2, the material follows an accumulation layer-

controlled conduction mechanism. 
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4. Materials and Experimental Methods 

4.1. Sample Preparations 

4.1.1. Pt-Loaded WO3 

 

Figure 17: schematic illustration of the supercritical fluid reactive deposition method that 
was used to deposit Pt on WO3. 
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The synthesis was performed by a former colleague at the Karlsruhe Institute of 

 [60]. Pristine WO3 was purchased 

from Sigma Aldrich and was used without any pretreatment. The Pt-precursor 

Pt(COD)Me2 was purchased from ABCR GmbH. The pristine WO3 and the Pt-precursor 

were put in separate reaction trays and introduced in a reactor. The reaction chamber 

was slowly evacuated and then carefully flushed with CO2 until a pressure of 5 MPa was 

reached. In the next step, the temperature was increased to 353 K while supercritical CO2 

was introduced until a pressure of 15.5 MPa was achieved. With the help of a magnetic 

stir bar, the reaction components were mixed for 20 h. Following the so-called 

impregnation phase, there were two different options to continue the deposition: Either 

the surface clusters were reduced chemically/thermally followed by the reduction of the 

pressure and a temperature decrease, or the pressure and temperature were reduced 

before the thermal/chemical reduction. The samples investigated in this work underwent 

the chemical reduction process before the pressure went back to normal pressure. The so 

obtained powders were used for the sensor preparation via screen printing without any 

further pretreatment. 

4.1.2. PbS 

PbS colloidal quantum dots were synthesized by the Huan Liu group at the Huazhong 

University of Science and Technology in Wuhan, P.R. China by the method described in 

reference [110]. PbO (8.0 mmol), oleic acid (19.2 mol) and 1-octadecene (20 mL) were 

added to a three-neck flask. The flask was evacuated, then heated to 90 °C and kept like 

that for 8h. In the next step, the mixture was heated to 120 °C until the solution was clear 

(approximately 30 mins). After a mixture of TMS (280 µL, 2 mM) in 1-octadecene (10 mL) 

was quickly injected under a constant nitrogen flow, the solution was stirred for 15 s. The 

flask was then cooled to 36 °C in an ice bath and finally centrifuged for 5 min at 8000 rpm. 

The black precipitate was washed twice with acetone and then stored in octane 

(50 mg*mL-1). The obtained product was PbS colloidal quantum dots stabilized with oleic 

acid at the surface. 
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4.1.3. Bi2S3 

Bi2S3 nanorods were synthesized by the same cooperation partner as PbS, the Huan Liu 

group at the Huazhong University of Science in Technology in Wuhan, P.R. China. The 

sample was synthesized via a hydrothermal route starting with the precursors triphenyl 

bismuth (0.30 mmol) and dibenzyl disulfide (0.30 mmol) dissolved oleyl amine (2 mL). The 

mixture containing the precursors was mixed with a polyvinyl pyrrolidone  absolute 

ethanol solution (0.2 g in 13 mL). The reaction mixture was transferred to a Teflon-lined 

stainless-steel autoclave that was kept at 180 °C for 8 h. This resulted in the formation of 

a grey-black precipitate that was washed with ethanol and hexane. The nanorods - 

stabilized with oleyl amine at the surface - were stored in absolute ethanol (20 mg*mL-1). 

4.1.4. Deposition Methods 

The materials were deposited differently onto the Al2O3 substrates. The WO3 samples 

were deposited via screen printing. A paste of the nano powder with 1,2-propanediol was 

prepared in a mortar and pestle. After making sure that the paste was homogeneous, it 

was transferred to the molecular sieve where it was casted onto the substrates with a 

squeegee (Figure 18). In order to remove the residual solvent, the sensors were left at 

room temperature for four hours and for an additional 12 h at 80 °C in a drying oven. This 

was followed by a heat treatment in a tubular furnace that was heated to 500 °C in the 

center of the tube. The sensors were placed in a ceramic vessel that was pushed through 

the tubular furnace. Depending on the position on the tube, the temperature could be 

controlled. The sensors were kept at 400 °C for 10 mins, followed by 10 mins at 500 °C 

and again 10 mins at 400 °C. Then the sensors were cooled back down to room 

temperature. The sensors were used as obtained after heat treatment. 

The sulfide materials were deposited via spin coating (Figure 19). Both materials were 

stored as a dispersion which enabled the direct deposition on the substrate via spin 

coating. However, both materials were stabilized with an organic ligand which required a 

ligand exchange during the deposition process since the organic ligands are insulators and 

resulted in a very high baseline resistance.  
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Figure 18: Schematic illustration of the screen-printing process which is followed by a heat treatment in a tubular 
furnace. 

For the PbS ligand exchange, two different solutions were used  NH4Cl in MeOH and 

NaNO2 in MeOH, both 10 mg*mL-1. 20 µL of the PbS dispersion were dropped on the 

substrate and spun for 30 s at 1500 rpm. The first layer was exchanged with 20 µL of the 

NH4Cl solution (again spun for 30 s and 1500 rpm) and washed with 20 µL MeOH. Then, a 

second layer of PbS was applied and exchanged with the NH4Cl solution (and washed). 

The third and fourth layer were exchanged with 20 µL of the NaNO2 solution and 

subsequently washed with MeOH. 

 

Figure 19: schematic illustration of the spin coating setup from the top (left) and the side (right). 
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The organic ligand at the surface of the Bi2S3 nanorods was exchanged with the help of a 

Pb(NO3)2 solution in MeOH (10 mg*mL-1). 20 µL of the Bi2S3 dispersion was dropped on 

the substrate and spun for 30 s for 1500 rpm. For the exchange, 20 µL of the Pb(NO3)2 

solution was dropped on the Bi2S3 layer and spun for another 30 s at 1500 rpm. The layer 

was washed with 20 µL of MeOH. This three-step procedure was repeated nine times 

afterwards. The spin coated sensors were used as prepared. 

In order to operate the sensors at certain temperatures (WO3, WO3 loaded with Pt, Bi2S3 

 the PbS sensors were operated at room temperature), the Pt-heaters on the backside 

of the Al2O3 had to be calibrated. This was done with the help of an infrared Thermometer 

(Maurer KTR 2300) that measured the temperature of the sensing layer in dependence of 

the resistance of the Pt-

The applied voltage was divided by the measured current. The resistance and the 

temperature show a linear relation.  
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4.2. Experimental methods 

4.2.1. Basic Material Characterization 

Microscopy (SEM) combined with energy dispersive x-ray spectroscopy (EDX) was used. 

The images were recorded on the sensor substrate in order to obtain information on the 

actual sensing layers and to exclude any additional effects of the sensor preparation 

method on the surface. For the WO3 samples and PbS, a HITACHI SU8030 with ultra-high-

resolution imaging  1 nm) was used. The Bi2S3 samples were investigated with a JEOL 

JSM-6500F (SEM and EDX).  

4.2.2. Gas Mixing Systems 

The gas mixing systems in our group are fully automated. The systems are equipped with 

4 to 8 different channels in different sizes (10 to 500 mL*min-1), each with a mass flow 

controller (MFC) and magnetic valves that regulate the concentration of each gas 

connected to the respective channel. The magnetic valves ensure that the channels are 

fully closed preventing unwanted gas diffusion.  

 

Figure 20: schematic illustration of the fully automated gas maxing system including the 
mass flow controllers, magnetic valves, and the humidifier. The MFCs vary in channel size 
between 10 and 500 mL*min-1. 
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Synthetic air is used as a background gas that can be humidified by pushing the dry air 

stream through a humidifier filled with deionized water which results in a gas stream with 

100 % r.h. By regulating the voltage of the MFCs, the amount of the respective gas that is 

added to the overall gas flow is controlled: The higher the voltage, the more the channel 

opens and the higher the amount of the respective gas. Each channel is controlled 

separately which results in a fully controllable gas mixture. A schematic illustration of the 

setup of the computer-controlled gas mixing system can be found in Figure 20. With the 

help of the different channel sizes combined with different concentrations of the test gas 

bottles (test gas is diluted in synthetic air to reach concentrations in the ppm range), it is 

possible to achieve a wide range of target gas concentrations. 

All gases were supplied by Westfalen AG, Münster, Germany. The purity of the 

background gases synthetic air and nitrogen was 99.999 % and 99.9999 %, respectively. 

The target gases were delivered including a certificate with a detailed analysis listing the 

purchased from Sigma Aldrich (99,9 %). 

4.2.3. DC Resistance Measurements 

The sensors are placed in a gas-tight Teflon chamber connected to an electrometer 

(Keithley 617) and a power supply used to set the operation temperature. The gas flow is 

controlled with the help of a fully automated gas mixing system (see section 4.2.2.). The 

pressure in the measuring chamber is slightly above normal pressure and at a constant 

flow rate. 

To calculate the sensor signal, one needs the baseline resistance and the resistance when 

exposed to the target gas. Depending on the type of material and the type of gas, this 

equation changes. If you have an n-type semiconductor that is exposed to a reducing gas 

like CO, equation 8 is used to calculate the sensor signal. This is also the equation to 

calculate the sensor signal for a p-type semiconductor that is exposed to an oxidizing gas. 

The reverse relation is used for n-type semiconductors exposed to oxidizing gases, and p-

type semiconductors exposed to reducing gases (equation 9). This way, sensor signals 

always have values of 1 and bigger.  
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Figure 21: schematic illustration of a setup used for DC resistance measurements with a 
computer-controlled gas mixing system, a voltage supply to heat the sensors and an 
electrometer (or multimeter) for the readout, and a reference sensor after the gas tight 
Teflon chamber, where the sensors are placed in.  

4.2.4. Diffuse Reflectance Infrared Fourier Transform Spectroscopy 

For in-operando DRIFT spectroscopy, the sensors are placed in a gas-tight test chamber 

that was positioned in the center of a commercial optic setup with six mirrors (Harrick 

Praying Mantis diffuse reflectance accessory). The gas-tight gas chamber was equipped 

with a KBr window where the radiation could pass through without any interference in 

the wavenumber range of interest. Additionally, the chamber was equipped with 

electrical connectors for the resistance readout and temperature control as well as a gas 

inlet and outlet to ensure a constant and controlled gas flow. The spectrometer was an 
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evacuated Vertex80v with a nitrogen-cooled broad-band MCT detector (mercury 

cadmium telluride). The single channel spectra were continuously recorded every 15 mins 

with a resolution of 4 cm-1 and an average of 1024 scans.  

 

Figure 22: schematic illustration of the diffuse reflectance infrared Fourier transform 
spectroscopy setup including the fully automated gas mixing system. 

If not otherwise indicated in the respective sections, the spectra were evaluated after 

equation 10, where A is the absorption. The explanation for the respective single channel 

spectra can be found in Figure 23. 

 10 

 

Figure 23: Schematic illustration in support of the explanation for the evaluation of the 
DRIFT spectra. 
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4.2.5. Work Function Measurements 

 

Figure 24: Schematic illustration of the Kelvin Probe setup used for in-operando work 
function measurements while simultaneously measuring the sensor's resistance at 
controlled temperatures. 

As for the other in-operando measurement setups, the sensor is placed in a gas tight test 

chamber that is connected to a fully computer-controlled gas mixing system. The gas 

bottles are connected to multiple channels with different sizes in order to allow for a 

higher range of gas concentrations in one experiment. This way, it is possible to measure 

the effect of O2 in N2 from concentrations as low as 0.1 % to 20.5 % O2 with one gas bottle. 

The same principle allowed to measure NO2 concentrations from 50 ppb to 7 ppm in 

synthetic air. The sensor is connected to a voltage source as well as to a resistance 

measurement device, in this case a picoamperemeter. The sensor is positioned 

horizontally and close to the metallic Kelvin Probe tip (roughly 100 µm), which is 

connected to a sine wave generator. The sine wave generator is connected to a coil which 

is able to magnetically create the oscillation of the KP tip. The raw signal of the KP is 

checked with an oscilloscope. An additional voltage source is connected to the Kelvin 

Probe setup as backing potential.  

We measure in the non-locking KP mode where the backing potential is varied in much 

higher ranges than is expected for the CPD. By measuring the amplitude at different 
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voltages and linear interpolation, the backing potential can be determined for which the 

current is zero.  

4.2.6. XAS 

The XANES data was recorded at beamline ID26 at the European Synchrotron Radiation 

Facility (ESRF) in Grénoble, France. A Si(111) double crystal monochromator was used to 

select the incident energy which covered an area of 0.2 x 0.5 mm2 

The energy calibration was done with the help of the Pt foil. The data was recorded with 

the help of a high-energy-resolution fluorescence detector at the Pt L3-edge. The setup 

was arranged in the vertical Rowland geometry.  

The sensor was placed in a homemade gas tight chamber that allowed for the 

temperature. The chamber was connected to a computer-controlled gas mixing system 

which allowed for measurements under controlled conditions. The spectra were 

evaluated with Athena and Arthemis software of the IFEFFIT package (energy calibration, 

background subtraction, normalization).  

4.2.7. XPS 

The samples were prepared via spin coating on 10 x 10 mm2 gold-coated silicon wafers. 

The wafers were mounted on a sample holder and introduced in the ultra-high vacuum. 

The measurement was done with a Phoibos 100 analyzer, a 1d Delay Line detector from 

SPECS and an XR-50 m X-ray source with an Al/Mg anode. The measurement was 

performed using the Al anode. The spectra were referenced to the C 1s line at 285 eV 

using the data evaluation tool Unifit2018. 
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5. Results and Discussion 

5.1. WO3 and the Influence of Pt as Surface Additive 

5.1.1. Basic Characterization 

The samples (pristine WO3 and WO3 with either 0.1 wt% Pt or 0.2 wt% Pt) were 

investigated with SEM, XRD and Raman spectroscopy in order to get information on the 

structure of the samples loaded with Pt. The data was already summarized and briefly 

discussed in section 2.2 [59]. 

The Raman spectra and XRD data did not indicate the presence of Pt. The SEM images 

showed, however, that Pt was present as surface clusters with a maximum diameter of 

10 nm (Figure 7). An influence on the crystal structure or morphology of the WO3 grains 

was not observed. 

The electronic effect of CO, acetone, toluene, and ethanol was screened at 75 °C (Figure 

8). It was found that the presence of Pt significantly enhanced the response to CO and 

ethanol. In some capacity this also appeared to be a selective effect because the response 

to acetone and toluene was not enhanced. The sensing mechanism of CO was investigated 

closer with the help of DRIFT spectroscopy and XAS. 

5.1.2. CO Sensing Mechanism with Pristine WO3 

The sensing mechanism with CO of pristine WO3 and Pt-loaded WO3 was closely 

investigated with the help of simultaneous DC resistance measurement and recording of 

DRIFT spectra. Each sensor was operated at 75 °C and was exposed to different 

concentrations between 25 and 500 ppm 12CO followed by an exchange with 500 ppm 
13CO. These experiments were conducted both in a dry background and in 10 % r.h. The 

results for pristine WO3 are shown in Figure 25 and Figure 26. CO is generally considered 

to be a reducing gas which would result in a decrease in resistance with WO3 as sensing 

material with WO3 being an n-type material. Therefore, the observed increase in 

resistance with low CO concentrations both in dry and humid conditions was unexpected.  
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The DRIFT spectra in dry conditions showed an increase in W-O bonds (increasing bands 

at 2064 and 1862 cm-1, black and red lines in the right part of Figure 25 and Figure 26 ) in 

the presence of 25 and 50 ppm CO. Additionally, the formation of CO2 is indicated by the 

small increasing double band centered at 2346 cm-1. When the concentration was 

increased to 100 ppm, none of these bands could be observed anymore (blue line, right 

graph, Figure 25) and started to decrease when the CO concentration further increased 

(green and magenta, right graph, Figure 25). The exchange experiment with 13CO resulted 

in the shift of the band at 2096 cm-1 (100  500 ppm CO) to 2044 cm-1 indicating that this 

band is related to a carbonyl species. However, this carbonyl can be assigned to a Pt0

carbonyl on the Pt electrodes used for the electrical readout. It could be possible that the 

electrodes promote the reaction of CO with lattice oxygen at the interface between the 

sensing material and the electrodes. However, the formation of CO2 is not observed when 

the Pt0-carbonyl is observed indicating that the carbonyl does not play a significant role.  

 

Figure 25: left: DC resistance measurement of pristine WO3 during the exposure to 
different concentrations of 12CO and the exchange with 13CO in dry synthetic air. Right: 
simultaneously recorded DRIFT spectra showing the change in surface chemistry for each 
respective concentration. 

At 1672 cm-1, a sharp decreasing band is observed for all CO concentrations. As of yet, it 

is not clear what this band is related to. It could be related to a water species that is 

replaced or changed due to the reaction with CO. However, it appears that this part of the 

reaction is not responsible for the electrical effect that is observed (see discussion for CO 

sensing mechanism in humid conditions below).  
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In humid conditions, the behavior of the W-O related bands appears to be comparable to 

the behavior in dry conditions. The bands at 2064 and 1862 cm-1 assigned to W-O single 

bonds increase in 25 and 50 ppm and decrease when the CO concentration is 100 ppm 

and above. The interpretation of the band at 1025 cm-1 which is assigned to W=O double 

bonds is difficult in humid conditions due to a sharp drop in the absorbance in the same 

range. The band at 1415 cm-1 behaves in the same way as the bands assigned to W-O 

single bonds and is therefore assigned to a W-O single bond as well. The band at 1615 cm-

1 is assigned to water intercalated in the WO3 lattice.  

 

Figure 26: left: DC resistance measurement of pristine WO3 during the exposure to 
different concentrations of 12CO and the exchange with 13CO in 10 % r.h. Right: 
simultaneously recorded DRIFT spectra showing the change in surface groups for each 
respective concentration. 

In contrast to the experiment in dry conditions, in humid conditions neither the band at 

1670 cm-1 nor the Pt0 carbonyl band is observed. However, the electronic effect of CO in 

both background conditions is very similar. This indicates that these bands are not playing 

a significant role in the reaction that results in the observed change in resistance. The 

behavior of the W-O bands strongly indicates their major contribution to the resistance. 

When the bands at 2064, 1862 and 1415 cm-1 are increasing, the resistance increases. 

When these bands decrease, the resistance decreases. The main question now is, how it 

is possible that the W-O bands are increasing when CO is oxidized to CO2 (indicated by the 

increasing band at 2346 cm-1). A possible explanation was given by Jin et al. who with the 
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help of DFT calculations concluded that molecular oxygen adsorbs in an oxygen vacancy 

on the defective surface of WO3 and even showed that the subsequent reaction with CO 

could result in the oxidation of WO3 (Figure 27)[111].  

 

Figure 27: Schematic illustration of a) a defective WO3 surface, b) a defective WO3 surface 
with an O2  molecule in the vacancy, c) the reaction with low concentrations of CO and 
the O2  molecule in the vacancy, and d) the reaction at higher CO concentrations with the 
previously healed oxygen vacancy under reformation of a vacancy. After [111]. 

In more detail, molecular oxygen can adsorb parallel to the surface in the oxygen vacancy 

(Figure 27b). In the presence of low CO concentrations, the adsorbed oxygen molecule 

will react with CO to form CO2 while the other oxygen atom will heal the oxygen vacancies 

(Figure 27c). With further increasing CO concentrations, CO reacts with the oxygen in the 

now healed vacancy to reform the oxygen vacancy (Figure 27d). The healing of the 

vacancy described in Figure 27c results in an increase of the resistance while the 

reformation of the vacancy described in Figure 27d results in a decrease of the resistance. 

This can also be observed in the DRIFT spectra where in low CO concentrations the 
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amount of W-O bonds at the surface increases, and in higher CO concentrations 

decreases. 

In conclusion, it was possible to explain the surprising response of pristine WO3 at 75 °C 

with the help of the data obtained with DRIFT spectroscopy. At low temperatures, a small 

amount of a per oxo species exists at the surface of WO3. This species is very reactive and 

can form CO2 in the presence of CO while healing oxygen vacancies at the surface at the 

same time which is observed as oxidation. With increasing concentrations of CO, the 

reaction to CO2 uses lattice oxygen resulting in the reduction of the surface. 

5.1.3. CO Sensing Mechanism with WO3 Loaded with Pt 

5.1.3.1. WO3 Loaded with 0.1 wt% Pt 

 

Figure 28: left: DC resistance measurement of WO3 loaded with 0.1 wt% Pt operated at 
75 °C during the exposure to different concentrations of 12CO and the exchange with 13CO 
in dry synthetic air. Right: simultaneously recorded DRIFT spectra showing the change in 
surface chemistry for each respective concentration. 

The response of WO3 loaded with 0.1 wt% Pt to CO is significantly different than the 

response of pristine WO3. Firstly, the change in resistance is a lot stronger than for pristine 

WO3. Additionally, the behavior is as expected for an n-type semiconductor in the 

presence of the reducing gas CO. However, how does the presence of Pt influence the 

sensing mechanism? In order to answer that question, DRIFT spectroscopy was done on 

the material while simultaneously measuring the DC resistance. In addition, the samples 

were investigated using in-operando XAS.  
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Figure 28 shows the DC resistance measurement of a sensor based on WO3 loaded with 

0.1 wt% Pt (left) and the simultaneously recorded DRIFT spectra. Comparing these graphs 

with the graphs in Figure 25, a significant difference in behavior becomes obvious. While 

the pristine WO3 showed only small changes in resistance due to the exposure to CO, WO3 

loaded with 0.1 wt% Pt showed distinguishable steps for each CO concentration change. 

A comparable trend can be observed in the DRIFT spectra. The bands assigned to W-O 

single bonds are decreasing (2064, 1862 and 1415 cm-1). The strongly decreasing band at 

2364 cm-1 is commonly assigned to carbon contamination in the material. Additionally, a 

sharp increasing band at 2088 cm-1 is observed for all 12CO concentrations that shifts to 

2028 cm-1 when exposed to 13CO. This band is assigned to a Pt-carbonyl. The fact that this 

band is positioned below 2100 cm-1 indicates that the Pt clusters at the surface are 

metallic. If the band were positioned above 2100 cm-1, this would indicate an oxidized 

state of Pt.  

 

Figure 29: left: DC resistance measurement of WO3 loaded with 0.1 wt% Pt operated at 
75 °C during the exposure to different concentrations of 12CO and the exchange with 13CO 
in 10 % r.h. Right: simultaneously recorded DRIFT spectra showing the change in surface 
chemistry for each respective concentration. 

In humid conditions, the spectra show a very similar situation, though much stronger 

pronounced. The sensor signal to 500 ppm CO in 10 % r.h. is roughly 12,000. This is about 

a factor 50 higher than the response in dry conditions to the same CO concentration. This 

trend can also be observed in the DRIFT spectra. The decrease in the W-O single bonds 
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(2064, 1862 and 1415 cm-1) is a lot more pronounced than in dry conditions, which 

explains the bigger change in resistance. The DRIFT spectra, however, do not deliver an 

explanation as to why the response in humid conditions is much stronger.  

5.1.3.1.1. XAS 

The data obtained by simultaneously measuring the DC resistance and recording DRIFTS 

spectra indicated a spillover mechanism where CO adsorbed at the surface of the Pt-

clusters and subsequently migrated to the base material where CO reacted with lattice 

oxygen to produce CO2. At the European Synchrotron Radiation Facility (ESRF) in 

Grénoble, France, it is possible to do in-operando XAS measurements which helps support 

the suggested sensing mechanism. This means it is possible to monitor the change in 

oxidation state of the surface elements while exposing sensors to target gases at 

operation conditions (at 75 °C, ambient pressure). The absorption spectra were recorded 

at the Pt L3 edge.  

 

Figure 30: Absorption spectra at the Pt L3-edge of a reference Pt foil (metallic) and WO3 
loaded with 0.1 wt% Pt in different backgrounds and in the presence of different CO 
concentrations. 

As a reference, the absorption spectrum of a Pt foil (metallic) was recorded. Due to timing 

reasons, only the WO3 sample loaded with 0.1 wt% Pt was measured at the ESRF. The 

sample was kept in different backgrounds (dry and humid backgrounds in the presence of 

O2, and an inert background without O2 or humidity) and exposed to different 
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concentrations of CO. Figure 30 shows that the gases present in the atmosphere had no 

clearly distinguishable effect on the oxidation state of Pt. It is also observed that the Pt 

clusters were metallic right from the beginning. This indicates that the sensitization 

mechanism cannot be based on an electronic effect like it would be the case in a Fermi-

level pinning mechanism which is often observed in surface loaded materials [8,112]. If it 

were based on the Fermi-level pinning mechanism, one would have to be able to observe 

a change in the absorption edge since oxidized Pt shows a higher binding energy of core-

level electrons.  

5.1.3.2. WO3 Loaded with 0.2 wt% Pt 

Figure 31 and Figure 32 show the DC resistance and the respective DRIFT spectra of the 

sample loaded with 0.2 wt% Pt in dry and humid conditions. The results are very 

comparable to the results obtained with the sample loaded with 0.1 wt% Pt.  

 

Figure 31: left: DC resistance measurement of WO3 loaded with 0.1 wt% Pt operated at 
75 °C during the exposure to different concentrations of 12CO and the exchange with 13CO 
in dry synthetic air. Right: simultaneously recorded DRIFT spectra showing the change in 
surface chemistry for each respective concentration. 

In dry conditions, the DRIFT spectra show a strong increasing band at 2088 cm-1 that can 

be assigned to the formation of Pt0-CO. Slightly decreasing bands at 2064, 1862 and 

1415 cm-1 are observed that are assigned to W-O bonds at the surface. The decreasing 

band at 2364 cm-1 is correlated to carbon contamination of the material. The decreasing 

band at 1615 cm-1 is assigned to intercalated water. The increasing double band centered 

at 1025 cm-1 shows an increase in W=O double bonds.  
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As for the sample with the lower amount of Pt at the surface, the response is stronger in 

humid conditions. This is reflected in the DRIFT spectra. Excitingly, the band that can be 

assigned to Pt0-CO is again less strongly pronounced while the decrease in W-O bands is 

pronounced stronger in humid conditions. It appears that while the formation of the Pt0-

CO is necessary as an intermediate step for the reaction with the base material, the 

presence of water significantly enhances the reaction between the carbonyl and the 

lattice oxygen of the base material which results in a significantly stronger response of the 

sensor.  

 

Figure 32: left: DC resistance measurement of WO3 loaded with 0.1 wt% Pt operated at 
75 °C during the exposure to different concentrations of 12CO and the exchange with 13CO 
in 10 % r.h. Right: simultaneously recorded DRIFT spectra showing the change in surface 
chemistry for each respective concentration. 

5.1.3.3. Conclusion 

In conclusion, the sensing mechanism to CO of WO3 loaded with Pt is expected to be based 

on a spillover mechanism (Figure 33). CO is adsorbed on the Pt surface clusters where CO 

is activated and migrates to the interface between the surface cluster and the base 

material. Then, it reacts with lattice oxygen of the base material to form CO2 under the 

reduction of the base material which is observed as a decrease in resistance of the sensor.  
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Figure 33: schematic illustration of the spillover mechanism of the Pt loaded WO3 sample 
investigated here in this work. (i) CO adsorbs at the surface of the Pt0-cluster. (ii) The 
carbonyl migrates to the interface with the base material WO3. (iii) Carbonyl reacts with 
lattice oxygen to form CO2 under the reduction of the base material. 
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5.2. PbS

5.2.1. Basic Characterization

Figure 34: SEM images of a freshly prepared sensor at a 5000 (a) and 600,000 (b) fold 
magnification showing the porous surface consisting of quantum dots of the size of 
roughly 5 nm in diameter.

The basic characterization of the samples was conducted on the sensor substrate to get 

as much information as possible on the sensing device after the material underwent the 

sensor production process.

Figure 35: XRD pattern (left) and Raman spectrum (right) of the freshly prepared sensor 
device showing mostly reflexes and signals that can be assigned to the substrate consisting 
of Al2O3. 

Figure 34 shows SEM images of the surface of a freshly prepared sensor in two different 

magnifications. The image recorded with a low magnification shows a mostly 

homogeneous surface with only a few irregularities. The image taken with a 600k-fold 

a) b)
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magnification confirms the high regularity at the surface. The high regularity is a result of 

highly ordered colloidal quantum dots with a diameter of roughly 4 nm on average. 

Additionally, XRD and Raman spectroscopy were done on the sensors. The results can be 

found in Figure 35. Due to the low layer thickness and the small size of the quantum dots, 

it was not possible to see any reflexes in the XRD pattern that could be assigned to PbS. 

With Raman spectroscopy, small signals correlated to PbS were observed at 205 and 

244 cm-1. The band at 979 cm-1 is assigned to PbSO4. The presence of PbSO4 in the fresh 

sample was confirmed by XPS (Figure 36). 

 

Figure 36: Detail spectra of different ranges of fresh PbS recorded on a Si-Au waver: a) Pb 
4f, b) S 2s, c) O 1s, d) C 1s. From [110]. 

The detail spectra of the freshly prepared PbS shows the presence of multiple 

components. The Pb 4f spectra shows two components  one at 137.6 eV and one at 

138.2 eV. The former component is assigned to PbS while the latter is a mixture or PbO, 

PbCO3 and Pb(OH)2. The S 2s detail spectrum shows two components as well  one at 

225.15 eV and one at 231.8 eV. The former can be assigned to PbS again. The latter, 
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however, shows the presence of PbSO4. On the one hand, this confirms the finding of the 

Raman spectrum. On the other hand, the Pb 4f detail spectrum did not show the presence 

of PbSO4. The binding energy of PbSO4 in the Pb 4f region would be expected at 139.5 eV. 

The O 1s detail spectrum showed three components  one at 529.5 eV, one at 531.4 eV 

and one at 533.1 eV. The component at 531.4 eV is by far the most intensive one and can 

be assigned to a mixture of PbCO3, PbO and PbSO4. The component at the lower binding 

energy is assigned to PbO as well, while the component at 533.1 eV is assigned to Pb(OH)2 

and adsorbed H2O. The XPS data confirms the observation of the Raman spectra. The fresh 

sample is already oxidized to some extent. PbSO4 was not observed in the Pb 4f detail 

spectrum, but in the S 2s detail spectrum. The O 1s spectrum could not help further in 

confirming the presence of PbSO4 due to an overlap of the binding energies found in PbO 

and PbCO3 which was clearly observed in the Pb 4f detail spectrum.  

5.2.2. The Effect of the Sensor Preparation on the Electronic 

Measurements 

The standard method for the preparation of sensors in our lab is screen printing. However, 

this method was not suitable in this case because the CQDs had to undergo a ligand 

exchange procedure to remove the organic ligand at the surface. In screen printed layers, 

this would have been a problem because the layers are roughly 50 µm and a successful 

exchange throughout the layer could not be ensured. Therefore, alternative methods 

were explored: dip coating, drop coating (both Figure 37) and spin coating (Figure 19).  

For dip coating, the sensor was dipped into a dispersion of PbS CQDs in octane with a 

concentration of 50 mg*mL-1 for 25 s (Figure 37, 1a). The sensor was given 10 s to dry 

before the sensor was dipped into an exchange solution. The exchange was done by 

dipping the sensor in a 10 mg*mL-1 solution of NaNO2 in MeOH for another 15 s (Figure 

37, 2.). The layer was washed by dipping the sensor in MeOH for 15 s (Figure 37, 3.). These 

three steps were repeated a second time. This was followed by another two rounds of dip 

coating; however, the ligand exchange was now executed in an NH4Cl solution in MeOH 

(10 mg*mL-1).  
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For drop coating, one drop of the PbS dispersion was applied on the substrate. The drop 

was given 10 s to dry before it was dipped into the exchange solution. As for the dip coated 

sensors, a NaNO2-solution was used for the first two rounds of ligand exchange, and an 

NH4Cl-solution was used for the third and fourth round. A third batch of sensors was 

prepared with the help of spin coating as was described in section 4.1.4. 

 

Figure 37: Schematic illustration of the sensor preparation via dip coating and drop 
coating. For dip coating, the cleaned substrate was dipped into a dispersion of PbS in 
MeOH for 25 s (1a). After giving the sensor 10 s to dry, it was dipped into the exchange 
solution for 45 s (2.) and washed in MeOH for 15 s (3.). These three steps for repeated a 
second time. For drop coating, one drop of the dispersion was applied on the substrate 
(1b.). The sensor was given 10 s to dry before it was dipped in the exchange solution for 
45 s (2.) and washed with MeOH for 15 s (3.). These steps were repeated four times in 
total. 

The results of the electrical measurements are shown in Figure 38. The left graph in the 

figure shows the data of two drop coated sensors that were prepared at the same time 

with the same solutions/dispersion and were simultaneously measured in the same 

system. Although the sensors were prepared at the same time, the results are significantly 

different. Measurements like this with drop coated sensors were no rarity and it was 
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concluded that drop coating was not a suitable method for the sensor preparation. The 

results obtained with dip coated sensors (Figure 38, right) show a sharp decrease in 

resistance when the sensors are initially exposed to NO2. However, the resistance 

increases rapidly after the initial drop and stabilizes at a baseline significantly higher than 

in the beginning. Additionally, the sensors do not respond to NO2 anymore starting with 

the second exposure. These results indicate that even though the results are reproducible, 

dip coating does not result in devices that can be investigated for their sensing abilities to 

NO2.  

The results obtained with spin coated sensors are shown in Figure 38, middle. This graph 

shows that sensors prepared with spin coating react reproducibly to NO2, show 

comparable trends, and show nice responses to NO2. 

 

Figure 38: Comparison of the electrical results obtained with sensors prepared via drop 
coating (left), spin coating (center) and dip coating (right). 

Based on these results, it was concluded that spin coating is the most suitable method for 

the preparation of sensing layers from PbS CQDs. One reason for this observation could 

be the higher uniformity of the spin coated layers compared to the drop and dip coated 

layers, also with respect to the ligand exchange. For spin coated layers, the exchange was 

executed layer by layer. For the drop coated sensors, the sensing layer varies strongly in 

layer thickness which results in varying efficiency of the ligand exchange depending on 

the position on the sensing layer. It is expected that the homogeneity of sensing layers 

prepared via dip coating is in between that of drop coated and spin coated sensors.  
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5.2.3. Aging Mechanism 

Since it was reported that quantum dots show a quantum confinement effect, it was 

necessary to investigate the influence of the nanoparticle size on the sensing 

characteristics. This was done comparing the sensing behavior of the colloidal quantum 

dots to the sensing behavior of a micrometric material. Each material was spin-coated 

onto a substrate and underwent the ligand exchange procedure in order to exclude any 

influence of the preparation procedure on the sensing behavior. The sensors were 

operated at room temperature and repeatedly exposed to 3 ppm NO2 in dry synthetic air. 

The results are shown in Figure 39.  

Initial comparison reveals similar trends for the two materials. Both sensors show a 

baseline drift to a higher resistance with the biggest increase after the first exposure to 

NO2. Additionally, both materials show a decrease in the sensor signal which stabilizes 

over time. However, the stabilization process for the bulk material took place significantly 

quicker than for the colloidal quantum dots. This could have multiple reasons, one of them 

being the difference in nanoparticle size, the other being differences in surface chemistry. 

 

Figure 39: Comparison of the DC resistance behavior of the bulk material (left) and the 
CQDs (right) under repeated exposure to 3 ppm NO2 in dry synthetic air operated at room 
temperature. 

In order to investigate the surface chemistry of the two materials, in-operando DRIFT 

spectroscopy was conducted. The sensors were placed in the setup described in section 
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3.2 and repeatedly exposed to 3 ppm NO2 in a background of dry synthetic air at room 

temperature. The first step was the investigation of the reason behind the increase in 

baseline resistance. This was done evaluating the spectra recorded in synthetic air in 

between the NO2 pulses: The spectrum after a pulse was referenced to the one recorded 

before the pulse. This way, the changes in surface chemistry responsible for the baseline 

increase were revealed. Since the stabilization process for the two different PbS materials 

was significantly different in speed, three sections were investigated: the beginning, the 

middle, and the end of the stabilizing process. This is the reason why the pulses 

investigated for the PbS CQDs are further apart than those of the micrometric material. 

Figure 40 shows the DC resistance measurements and the respective spectral data for the 

micrometric PbS based sensor (a) and the sensor based on PbS CQDs (b). While the 

resistance shows comparable trends of the two sensors, the spectral data looks 

completely different. For the micrometric material, small changing bands between 3000 

and 2800 cm-1 are observed (both decreasing and increasing), in addition to multiple 

increasing bands at 1762, 1693, between 1600 and 1200 and at around 1000 cm-1. 3000 

to 2800 cm-1 is a typical range for saturated C-H and C-C vibrations [113,114]. The fact that 

in addition to decreasing bands also increasing bands are observed in this range indicates 

that saturated organics are reacting with NO2. If only decreasing bands were observed, 

this would mean that the amount of organics at the surface is decreasing (organics are 

going away). The presence of additional increasing bands shows that the organics are not 

going away but instead are reacting and changing when exposed to NO2. This is also 

indicated by the increasing band at 1762 cm-1 which is a typical wavenumber for carbonyl 

compounds [113]. The increasing bands between 1600 and 1200 cm-1 are in a range where 

characteristic vibrations of multiple different chemical groups are: (i) C-H and C-C 

vibrations and (ii) surface nitrates and nitrites [113,115]. It is known that organics are 

involved in the aging of the micrometric material due to the presence of the changing 

bands below 3000 cm-1. It is likely that this is accompanied by increasing bands in the 

range between 1600 cm-1 and 1200 cm-1. Since the micrometric material was 

commercially purchased, no precise information could be found on possible organic 

residuals which would have made the assignment easier. On the other hand, the 
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formation of nitrates and nitrites due to the exposure to NO2 has been reported before 

for gas sensors based on different semiconducting materials [116,117].  

 

Figure 40: a) DC resistance measurement of a sensor prepared with micrometric PbS (right) 
and the DRIFT spectra (left) showing the changes in surface groups that are responsible 
for the baseline increase. b) DC resistance measurement of a sensor prepared with PbS 
CQDs (right) and the DRIFT spectra (left) showing the changes in surface groups that are 
responsible for the baseline increase (top: 4000  2700 cm-1, bottom: 2000  800 cm-1). 
From [110].  
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Even though the origin of the increasing bands between 1600 and 1200 cm-1 cannot 

clearly be assigned, the formation of sulphates can be excluded. The most reported 

product of the oxidation of PbS is PbSO4 [62,118,119]. The vibrational bands of PbSO4 

would be expected between 1200 and 950 cm-1 [119]. These bands were not observed 

which is why the oxidation of the sulfide to the sulphate is excluded as reason behind the 

increase in baseline resistance. 

Based on the DRIFT spectra, it is concluded that the reaction of the organics with the 

target gas NO2 is responsible for the baseline increase observed for the sensor based on 

micrometric PbS. Additionally, the formation of nitrates and nitrites could play a role. For 

other materials, however, it was observed, that the electronic effect of the formation of 

nitrates is negligible and is, therefore, excluded as main contributor to the baseline 

resistance increase. 

The aging mechanism of the sensor based on PbS CQDs also appears to be related to a 

reaction between organics and NO2. As was the case for the sensors based on micrometric 

PbS, changing bands are observed in the typical wavenumber range for saturated C-H and 

C-C vibrations (between 3000 and 2800 cm-1. Additionally, changing bands above 

3000 cm-1 are observed which is the typical range for unsaturated C-H and C-C vibrations 

[113]. In the lower wavenumber range, sharp decreasing bands are observed at 1554 and 

1400 cm-1 in addition to sharp increasing bands at 1504 and 1438 cm-1 and some broader 

increasing bands at 1187 and 1089 cm-1. These bands are all observed as long as an 

increase in baseline resistance can be observed. An extensive literature research revealed 

that the decreasing bands both at around 3000 cm-1 and the two sharp bands at 1554 and 

1400 cm-1 can be assigned to oleic acid [120]. Oleic acid was used during the synthesis of 

the PbS CQDs and should have been removed during the ligand exchange which was part 

of the sensor preparation process. The fact that not only decreasing but also increasing 

bands were observed indicated that oleic acid reacted with NO2 to a different organic 

compound. There are multiple reports in literature about the reaction of oleic acid with 

NO2 which results in the formation of nonanoic acid and azelaic acid [121 123]. The 

characteristic vibrations of these two acids were found to coincide with the observed 

increasing bands at around 3000 cm-1 and below 1600 cm-1. The fact that these bands are 

observed in the DRIFT spectra led to the conclusion that the decomposition of oleic acid 
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into nonanoic acid and azelaic acid which both adsorbed on the surface of the PbS CQDs  

resulted in the formation of an insulation organic shell around the CQDs. Again, the 

formation of PbSO4 which was often reported as the most common aging product of PbS 

could not be observed in the DRIFT spectra.  

In order to confirm the proposed aging mechanism and to find definite proof that 

excluded the formation of PbSO4 as aging product, samples were prepared on gold-coated 

silicon wafers (Figure 41), just like the samples that were investigated for the general 

characterization of the PbS CQDs (Figure 36). 

 

Figure 41: Detail spectra of different ranges of aged PbS recorded on a Si-Au waver: a) Pb 
4f, b) S 2s, c) O 1s, d) C 1s. From [110]. 

All detail spectra clearly show changes in the surface composition of the PbS CQDs. While 

for the fresh sample, the main component of the Pb 4f detail spectrum was assigned to 

PbS (Figure 36a, Table 1), this component could not be observed anymore for the aged 

sample (Figure 41a, Table 1). Instead, the main component shifted to 138.2 eV which was 

assigned to a mixture of PbO, PbCO3 and Pb(OH)2. Additionally, a new component can be 
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observed, which was not found in the detail spectrum of the fresh sample. This 

component was found at 139.9 eV. This binding energy is higher than would be expected 

for PbSO4. However, the binding energy of PbSO4 is closest to the observed binding 

energy. When looking at the S 2s detail spectrum, the same two components are observed 

in the aged and in the fresh sample. The ratio of the components shifts in favor of the 

component at the higher binding energy which was assigned to PbSO4. This would suggest 

that the amount of PbSO4 increases as a result of aging. However, upon closer 

investigation of the XPS data, it was observed that the amount of sulfur decreased as a 

result of aging. The peak area of an XPS spectrum is directly proportional to the 

concentration of this element in a sample. There are certain sensitivity factors which 

would allow for the quantification of an element. In this work, however, the exact quantity 

is not of interest, and it is sufficient to look at the ratios of the elements to one another.  

Table 1: Overview of the XPS data of the fresh and the aged sample [62 65,104,118,124
133] 

sample element Binding Energy /eV compound Absolute Area (ratio)a Ratiob 

fresh 

Pb 4f 
137.7 PbS 472090 (0.58) 

1 
138.6 PbCO3/PbO/Pb(OH)2 344964 (0.42) 

S 2s 
225.2 PbS 49469 (0.06) 

0.071 
231.8 PbSO4 8935 (0.01) 

O 1s 
529.5 PbOtetragonal 9337 (0.01) 

0.123 531.4 PbCO3/PbOrhombic 837967 (0.10) 
533.1 Pb(OH)2/H2Oads 315601 (0.01) 

C 1s 
285.0 C-H 42309 (0.05) 

0.074 286.5 C-OH 3818 (0.005) 
288.0 PbCO3 14307 (0.02) 

aged 

Pb 4f 
138.2 PbCO3/PbO/Pb(OH)2 837967 (0.73) 

1 
139.9 PbSO4 315601 (0.27) 

S 2s 
225.5 PbS 22201 (0.02) 

0.037 
232.1 PbSO4 13756 (0.01) 

O 1s 
529.5 PbOtetragonal 8467 (0.01) 

0.112 531.4 PbCO3/PbOrhombic 53808 (0.05) 
532.9 Pb(OH)2/H2Oads 46513 (0.04) 

C 1s 
285.0 C-H 36734 (0.03) 

0.069 286.5 C-OH 17268 (0.01) 
288.3 PbCO3 13382 (0.01) 

The area of each element was calculated with the help of the fitted data. The data was 

used to build two different ratios: one was calculated for each component compared to 

the total amount of Pb in the sample, the second one was calculated with the total 

amount of each element compared to the total amount of Pb. This way, it was possible to 
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determine if the ratios of the elements stay constant, and in case this ratio changed, if 

there are specific components this change could be assigned to. The results obtained for 

sulfur showed two things. Firstly, it was observed that the total amount of sulfur was 

divided by factor 2 in the aged sample compared to the fresh sample. Secondly, it was 

observed that the amount of sulphate compared to the amount of Pb in the aged sample 

stayed constant, but the amount of the sulfide sulfur (component at 225.5 eV) was divided 

by 3. The O 1s and C 1s detail spectra showed changes as well. The O 1s detail spectra 

indicated an increase in amount of Pb(OH)2 or adsorbed water, while the C 1s detail 

spectra a shift in the direction of C-OH.  

In conclusion, the XPS data indicated different things. While the Pb 4f detail spectra 

indicated an increase in PbSO4, this was not confirmed by the S 2s and O 1s detail spectra. 

Instead, the S 2s detail spectra indicated a decrease in amount of sulfur in the sample. The 

C 1s and O 1s detail spectra indicated an increase in hydroxyl groups at the surface.  

 

Figure 42: Schematic illustration of the reactions taking place at the surface of PbS CQDs 
resulting in the observed increase in resistance. 

In literature a number of different aging mechanisms for PbS can be found. By far the most 

of them report PbSO4 as oxidation product [134]. The data obtained in this work did not 

confirm the formation of PbSO4. Instead, the DRIFT spectra indicated the reaction 

between oleic acid and NO2 as reason behind the observed aging of PbS. The XPS data 

additionally indicated that the amount of sulfur decreased due to aging. Our observations 
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matched the reports by Nowak et al. and Zingg and Hercules [62,118,126]. Nowak et al. 

investigated the surface oxidation of PbS during the flotation process. They found that in 

the presence of organics, the main oxidation product was PbCO3 [62]. Zingg and Hercules, 

on the other hand, found that in the beginning of the aging process, the surface was 

oxidized to PbO under elimination of gaseous SO2 [118]. It was concluded that the 

observed increase in resistance had a mixture of reasons (Figure 42): 1) the residual oleic 

acid reacted with NO2 resulting it the formation of nonanoic acid and azelaic acid which 

adsorbed at the surface and resulted in the formation of a poorly conducting shell around 

the PbS CQDs; 2) NO2 oxidized the PbS surface to PbO under elimination of gaseous SO2. 

The former reaction was confirmed with the help of the DRIFT spectra and the detail 

spectra in the Pb 4f and C 1s range, where the main components changed to PbO/PbCO3 

and PbCO3, respectively. The latter reaction was concluded after the detailed evaluation 

of the Pb 4f and S 2s detail spectra where a decrease in the sulfur concentration was 

observed.  

5.2.4. Sensing Mechanism of PbS CQDs 

In order to understand the mechanism responsible for the observed sensor signal for both 

materials, the DRIFT spectra during the exposure to NO2 were evaluated (Figure 43). The 

spectra in Figure 43a show the changes at the surface of the micrometric material under 

exposure to NO2. For the first three pulses, the strongest bands are observed at 1162, 

1068 and 968 cm-1. These bands are positioned where the typical vibrations of PbSO4 

would be expected [119]. The fact that these bands are decreasing during the exposure 

to NO2 means that the micrometric material must have been oxidized before it was 

exposed to NO2. And even more, that PbSO4 was not formed in the presence of NO2. The 

interactions between the already present PbSO4 and NO2 result in the observed instable 

sensor behavior for the first few pulses. Furthermore, changing bands in the range 

between 3000 and 2800 cm-1 are observed. These bands are again assigned to C-H and C-

C vibrations of saturated organic compounds. As was discussed in the earlier section about 

the aging mechanism, there is no precise information on the synthesis process which 

makes it difficult to assign these bands to a specific compound. However, similar to the 

aging mechanism, the senso 2 becomes stable when the organics do not 

change anymore.  
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Figure 43: DRIFT spectra of the micrometric material (top) and the PbS CQDs (bottom) 
under exposure to 3 ppm NO2 at room temperature. From [110]. 

Additionally, the decreasing sulphate bands were not observed when the sensor was back 

in synthetic air. This means that the reaction between NO2 and the SO42- group is 

reversible. As of now, the exact reaction is not clear for the first few NO2 pulses. Starting 

with pulse 06, the spectra show reproducible behavior. The decreasing bands at 1162, 

1068 and 968 cm-1 are barely visible starting with pulse 08. With pulse 06, an increasing 

band at 1690 cm-1 can be observed which can be assigned to molecularly adsorbed NO2 
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[115]. The adsorption of NO2 will result in the entrapment of electrons from the valence 

band which will result in an increase of holes in the valence band. This means that the 

number of charge carriers in PbS increases which can be observed as a decrease in 

resistance.  

The DRIFT spectra of the PbS CQDs in NO2 (Figure 43b) show less differences compared to 

those evaluated for the discussion of the baseline increase (Figure 40b). Again, the 

changing bands between 3100 and 2800 cm-1 are observed in addition to the decreasing 

bands at 1554 and 1400 cm-1 and the increasing bands at 1504, 1438, 1187 and 1089 cm-

1. The decreasing bands are still assigned to oleic acid, the residual from the synthesis 

process, while the increasing bands are assigned to its decomposition products nonanoic 

acid and azelaic acid [120 123]. 

 

Figure 44: schematic illustration of the sensing mechanism with PbS CQDS in the presence 
of NO2 with (red circle) and without (green circle) oleic acid enhancing the response. 

This does not explain the change in resistance during the exposure to NO2 since it was 

found that the reaction between oleic acid and NO2 was responsible for the baseline 

increase. However, a reported by-product of this reaction is HNO2, a highly reactive 

molecule. Further research revealed that HNO2 can adsorb at the surface as OH and NO 

which explains the increasing band at 3500 cm-1  a typical wavenumber for hydroxyl 

groups. The band of adsorbed NO would be expected in the range where the decreasing 

and increasing bands of the decomposition products of oleic acid are observed [115]. 
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Additionally, NO can react with O2 to form N2O4 which is an excellent electron acceptor 

and could also be responsible for the observed sensor response.  

When the changing organic bands cannot be observed anymore, an increasing band at 

1690 cm-1 is observed  like for the micrometric sample. This band is again assigned to 

molecularly adsorbed NO2 which results in the stable response at the end of the 

experiment [115]. Since the sensor signal decreases in correlation with the changing 

organic bands, it is concluded that the by-product of the consumption of oleic acid  HNO2 

 is responsible for the high sensor signal in the beginning of the experiment. With an 

increasing number of exposures to NO2, less and less oleic acid remains at the CQD surface 

that can be consumed by NO2 resulting in less HNO2 to enhance the sensor signal. At some 

point, less to no oleic acid is consumed which is when the adsorption of molecular NO2 is 

observed. Comparable to the micrometric material, the adsorption of NO2 is responsible 

for the stable sensor signal at the end of the experiment. The summary of the sensing 

mechanism is schematically illustrated in Figure 44. 

5.2.5. Aging and Sensing Mechanism of PbS CQDs without Oleic Acid 

Since organics played a key role in the observed instability of the sensors and in the 

sensing process, an additional sensor was produced with a slightly different ligand 

exchange procedure. The minimal adaptation in the ligand exchange following the 

solutions instead of exchanging two layers of PbS with NH4Cl and two layers with NaNO2. 

The sensor was exposed to the same measurement protocol as the previously investigated 

sensor based on CQDs and a severely different behavior was observed (Figure 45).  

There are multiple differences in the behavior of the two sensors. The most obvious 

differences are the time it takes for the baseline resistance and the sensor signal to 

stabilize. The baseline resistance of the sensor with the standard ligand exchange 

(discussed in the previous section, Figure 45 top) stabilizes after roughly 15 exposures to 

3 ppm NO2. The baseline resistance of the sensor prepared with the modified ligand 

exchange does not stabilize until the end (Figure 45, bottom). There is a small but constant 

increase in baseline resistance after each exposure, even after more than 40 exposures. 
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On the other hand, the stabilization process of the sensor signal shows the opposite 

effect: While it takes almost 40 exposures until the sensor prepared with the standard 

ligand exchange reaches a stable sensor signal, the sensor prepared with the modified 

ligand exchange shows stable sensor signals starting with the fourth exposure already and 

it stays constant even though the baseline resistance constantly increases. In order to 

identify the underlying surface reactions resulting in the observed differences in behavior, 

DRIFT spectroscopy was done again. Figure 46 shows the resistance data of both sensors 

of the same NO2 pulses enabling the best possible comparison of the surface reactions 

and the influence of the ligand exchange. 

 

Figure 45: comparison of the data obtained with the two different sensors based on PbS 
CQDs. The sensor that was discussed in the previous section is shown at the top, the sensor 
with the slightly modified ligand exchange is shown at the bottom. Adapted from [110].  

The data shown in Figure 46a is the data that was discussed in the previous section. The 

surface aging was related to the reaction between oleic acid  a residual from the 

synthesis  with NO2 based on the decreasing bands at 1554 and 1400 cm-1 (oleic acid) 

and the increasing bands at 1504, 1438, 1187 and 1089 cm-1 (nonanoic acid and azelaic 

acid). The spectral data recorded on the sample prepared with the modified ligand 

exchange shows none of these bands. Additionally, the bands observed after the first 

pulse are different than those observed after the second pulse. The bands observed 

between 1600 and 1200 cm-1 after the first two pulses are assigned to different nitrate 

and nitrite species [115]. For the first pulse, an additional increasing band at 837 cm-1 is 

observed which was assigned to Pb(NO3)2 [135]. The decreasing double band centered at 

1117 cm-1 which was observed after the second pulse, was assigned to a Pb-S vibration 

[136]. The band at 1708 cm-1 decreases after the first pulse but increases just as strongly 
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after the second pulse. It is possible that these bands correlate to molecularly adsorbed 

NO2. However, it is unclear why this band would decrease after the first pulse. After pulses 

14 and 15, only small increasing bands in the range for nitrates and nitrites can be 

observed. After pulses 42 and 43, the spectra are not indicative of any specific groups. The 

sharp band that is observed after pulse 42 at around 1350 cm-1 is assumed to be an 

artifact. None of the prior or following spectra after that pulse showed that band.  

 

Figure 46: a) DC resistance measurement and DRIFT spectra of the sensor prepared with 
CQDs that underwent the standard ligand exchange, as was discussed in the previous 
section, showing the changes at the surface responsible for the increase in baseline 
resistance. b) DC resistance measurement and DRIFT spectra of the sensor prepared with 
CQDs that underwent the modified ligand exchange showing the changes at the surface 
responsible for the increase in baseline resistance. From [110]. 

Similar to what was observed when investigating the differences in ageing (see above), 

the changes at the surface during the exposure to NO2 also are completely different for 

the two samples. Figure 47 shows the DC resistance measurements and DRIFT spectra of 
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both samples during the same exposures after which the change in baseline was 

investigated in the prior sections. 

Figure 47: a) DC resistance (left) and DRIFT spectra (right) of the sensor prepared with 
CQDs that underwent the standard ligand exchange, as was discussed in the previous 
section, showing the changes at the surface during the exposure to NO2. b) DC resistance 
(left) and DRIFT spectra (spectra) of the sensor prepared with CQDs that underwent the 
modified ligand exchange showing the changes at the surface during the exposure to NO2.
From [110].

Just as was observed for the changes at the surface after the exposure to NO2 for the 

sample that underwent the modified ligand exchange, the first pulse looks significantly 

different than the other pulses. Pulse 02 and 03 already show comparable bands as are 

observed during pulse 14 and all following pulses. There is an increasing band at 1708 cm-

1 which is assigned to molecularly adsorbed NO2. The multiple increasing bands observed 

between 1600 and 1200 cm-1 are assigned to various nitrates and nitrites, while the 

decreasing double band at 1117 cm-1 is assigned to a Pb-S overtone vibration. At 837 cm-
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1, an increasing band is observed which is assigned to Pb(NO3)2. Based on this spectral 

data, it is concluded that the PbS sample without any organics at the surface has a 

significantly different sensing mechanism than the initially investigated sample. As before, 

molecularly adsorbed NO2 will result in a redistribution of charges at the surface resulting 

in a decrease in resistance. The fact that the response is stable at around 1.8 instead of 

the 1.4 observed for the sample that underwent ageing in the presence of organics, might 

be attributed to the lack of the organic shell surrounding the CQDs after the modified 

ligand exchange. However, the fact that the baseline still shows an upwards drift even in 

the absence of organics which could form an insulating shell around the semiconducting 

CQDs shows the inherent instability of PbS and therefore the unsuitability of PbS as a 

pristine material for its usage in gas sensors. 
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5.3. Bi2S3 

5.3.1. Basic Characterization 

The Bi2S3 nanorods were characterized by powder XRD as well es by SEM and EDX. The 

powder XRD was recorded by the collaboration partners at the Huazhong University of 

Science and Technology, Wuhan, P.R. China, of the freshly prepared sample right after the 

synthesis. The SEM and EDX data were recorded at the University of Tübingen after their 

deposition on the Al2O3 substrates via spin coating and after the ligand exchange with 

Pb(NO3)2.  

 

Figure 48: powder XRD or freshly prepared Bi2S3 nanorods (black) and a reference pattern 
(blue) confirming the successful synthesis of Bi2S3.  

The XRD pattern shows that Bi2S3 was successfully synthesized confirmed by a reference 

pattern of the International Crystal Structure Database (ICSD) no. 89325 (Figure 48) [137].  

The SEM images show that Bi2S3 is mostly present in the form of nanorods (Figure 49). The 

EDX data confirms that the observed needles consist of Bi and S. However, Al, O and Pt 

are also observed as a result of the thin layer of the sample which leads to the observation 

of the substrate elements in the EDX (Figure 49, bottom). The big particles/agglomerates 

that are observed in the SEM images were also investigated with the help of EDX. In these 

areas Bi and S are also observed, however the strongest peaks are observed for Al and O 
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again as a result of the very thin sample layer. It should be noted that Pt is not observed 

in this area indicating that this area is not on top of an electrode.     

 

Figure 49: SEM images of Bi2S3 nanorods spin coated on Al2O3 substrates and EDX spectra 
of two different areas as marked in the SEM images at the top. From [138]. 

5.3.2. Determination of the Transduction Mechanism 

Since there is not a lot of literature on Bi2S3 and its usage for gas sensors, there is also not 

a lot of information on the transduction mechanism. Therefore, in the first test, a Bi2S3 

sensor was investigated in a Kelvin Probe setup. The Kelvin Probe technique has been 

successfully used to investigate the transduction mechanism of several semiconducting 

materials used in gas sensors like SnO2 among others [33,105,107,108,139 142]. The 

easiest way to test whether a material follows an electron depletion or hole accumulation 

layer-controlled transduction mechanism, is its exposure to different levels of oxygen in a 

nitrogen background while measuring the materials work function and the respective 

resistance. The theoretical background is explained in section 3.5.  

A Bi2S3 was placed in a gas tight test chamber that allowed for the simultaneous 

exposures. The sensor was equilibrated in a nitrogen background and then exposed to 
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oxygen concentrations between 1000 pm and 20.5 % in nitrogen. The results are shown 

in Figure 50a. The black curve shows the contact potential difference between the 

reference tip and the surface of Bi2S3. In the presence of only nitrogen, it is assumed that 

the energy bands of Bi2S3 are flat while the presence of oxygen will result in an upwards 

band bending. Depending on whether the conduction mechanism is electron depletion or 

hole accumulation layer controlled, the resistance will increase or decrease, respectively. 

The resistance of the Bi2S3 sensors increases in the presence of oxygen which suggests an 

electron depletion layer-controlled conduction mechanism.   

 

Figure 50: a) measurement of the contact potential difference and the resistance in 
dependence of the oxygen concentration. b) The resistance is plotted over the change in 
surface band banding allowing for the determination of the transduction mechanism. 
From [138]. 

This is confirmed with the help of the plot shown in Figure 50b where the resistance is 

plotted over the change in surface band bending in accordance with equation 7. As 

discussed earlier, based on the value determined for factor m, one can determine the 

conduction mechanism without a doubt. For a perfect depletion layer-controlled 

conduction mechanism, m will have the value 1. For a perfect accumulation layer-

controlled conduction mechanism, m will have the value 2. The fit based on the data 

obtained with the Bi2S3 sensor gives the value 1.07 for m which is very close to the value 

for a perfect depletion layer-controlled conduction mechanism. 

5.3.3. General Gas Sensing Profile 

After it was determined that the conduction mechanism of Bi2S3 is depletion layer-

controlled, the next step was to determine the gas sensing profile of Bi2S3.  
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There is not a lot of literature on gas sensing with Bi2S3 and the reports that were 

published show opposing trends in selectivity (see 2.4). Especially the reported sensitivity 

towards different VOCs was confusing. There are studies that show that the sensitivity 

and selectivity of a material can strongly depend on the way it was synthesized even 

though characterization shows that both materials are of comparable composition. A 

prominent example is SnO2. Degler et al. found that two SnO2 samples that were 

synthesized via the same route and only were calcined at different temperatures, showed 

severely different surface reactions [143]. They found that SnO2 that was calcined at 

450 °C formed carbonates under exposure to CO, which was not observed for the sample 

that was calcined at 1000 °C. They concluded that the calcination temperature strongly 

influenced the surface species that were formed [143]. This was later supported by Wicker 

et al. with the help of theoretical calculations [96].  

 

Figure 51: left: DC resistance measurement of a Bi2S3 sensor exposed to the standard 
protocol (black) and a reference sensor (grey) showing that the reason for the lack of a 
response of the Bi2S3 was not related to an issue with the experimental setup. right: bar 
chart showing the sensor signal to the respective gases. A response of 1 means that there 
was no response (see equation 8). From [138]. 

Since it cannot be excluded that the differences in behavior of the reported Bi2S3 gas 

sensors was a result of differences in the synthesis strategy resulting in different surface 

species, it was necessary to screen the Bi2S3 nanorods for their gas sensing characteristics 

as there was no way to predict how this sample would perform. This was done in a 

standard test system where the sensors were exposed to CO, H2, toluene, acetone, 

ethanol and NO2 in different background humidity levels. The sensors were operated at 

50 °C.  
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The measurement shows that the Bi2S3 sample only responds to NO2 (Figure 51). None of 

the reducing gases resulted in a response. This might be a result of a lack of surface oxygen 

which is required in many of the publicly accepted surface reactions with the tested 

reducing gases. CO for example is in general expected to reduce the surface under 

formation of CO2 and a surface vacancy. A similar reaction is expected for H2 where H2O 

is often considered to be the reaction product. The fact that Bi2S3 does not have any 

surface oxygen could therefore be the reason for the observed selectivity. The situation 

is different for NO2, an oxidizing gas that is willing to part ways with oxygen under 

formation of NO. It is possible that sulfur vacancies at the surface are reaction partners 

for this reaction. DRIFT spectroscopy was done in order to get additional information on 

the reaction mechanism (see 5.3.4).  

5.3.4. Gas Sensing Mechanism of NO2 

As was discussed in the previous section, NO2 was the only gas that was detectable with 

the here investigated Bi2S3 sensor. It was hypothesized that this was a result of the 

reaction of NO2 with sulfur vacancies filling the vacancy with oxygen under formation of 

NO. To get as much information as possible on the sensing mechanism of NO2 with a Bi2S3 

sensor, DRIFT spectroscopy and Kelvin Probe measurements each coupled with DC 

resistance measurements were conducted. While DRIFT spectroscopy is an effective tool 

to identify surface reactions that result in the observed resistance changes, Kelvin Probe 

and DC resistance measurements reveal the electronic changes induced by said identified 

surface reactions.  

First, the influence of the surface reactions on the surface band bending were investigated 

by measuring the changing CPD. In case the reaction with NO2 is purely based on healing 

sulfur vacancies at the surface of Bi2S3 with oxygen under formation of NO, it is expected 

to see a correlation between the surface band bending and the resistance similar to what 

was observed with oxygen, namely a correlation where factor m = 1. Therefore, the sensor 

was exposed to NO2 concentrations between 50 ppb and 7 ppm while the CPD and the 

resistance of the sensor were constantly measured. The results are shown in Figure 52. 
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Figure 52: influence of increasing NO2 concentrations on the contact potential difference 
and the resistance, measured in a background of dry synthetic air. From [138]. 

2 concentrations was in the range of what was expected: 

the CPD decreased while the resistance increased. However, when the sensor was 

exposed to 600 ppb the resistance dropped while the CPD still decreased. Further increase 

in NO2 concentration resulted in a further decrease in resistance up to a concentration of 

1.2 ppm NO2 at which point the resistance started to increase again. There were cases 

reported in literature, where a switch from a depletion layer-controlled to an 

accumulation layer-controlled mechanism for materials with small band gaps was 

observed due to a cross-over of the valence band and the Fermi-level as a result of 

upwards band bending [142]. If this were the case for Bi2S3 in the presence of NO2, one 

would expect a decrease in resistance for concentrations higher than 600 ppb. However, 

since the resistance starts to increase again with concentrations higher than 1.2 ppm, a 

purely electronic reason for this behavior can be excluded. It was concluded that the 

observed behavior must result from chemical changes, to be exact: a change in surface 

reaction. In order to test this hypothesis, the sample was investigated with the help of in-

operando DRIFT spectroscopy. 

The regions of interest in a DRIFT spectrum are below 2000 cm-1. Between 1600 cm-1 and 

1200 cm-1, the formation of various nitrate and nitrite species would be observable [115]. 

In case NO2 gets molecularly adsorbed at the surface, an increasing band at around 

1700 cm-1 should appear [115]. Based on the fundamental vibrations of Bi2S3 at 1120, 868 

and 618 cm-1, overtone vibrations could appear between 1700 and 1650 cm-1 as well as 

between 1200 and 1150 cm-1 [144 148]. As discussed in the previous chapter on gas 
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sensing with PbS, it is also possible that the organic ligand used during the synthesis could 

play a role in the sensing mechanism. Therefore, vibrations of oleyl amine should also be 

considered. These can be found at 1647, 1593, 1465 and 1071 cm-1 [149]. Since NO2 is 

capable of healing oxygen vacancies in metal oxides, it should also be considered that NO2 

might be able to heal sulfur vacancies which would result in the formation of Bi-O bonds. 

If this were the case, increasing bands should be observed at 820 cm-1 and 420 cm-1 [150]. 

The available DRIFT setup is only capable of measuring down to 800 cm-1. Therefore, in 

case Bi-O bonds were formed, it is highly unlikely that the bond formation could be 

observed in these measurements. 

Figure 53 shows the results of the experiment in the DRIFT setup. Figure 53a shows the 

DC resistance in dependence of the NO2 concentration, Figure 53b shows the respective 

changes at the surface during the exposure to 600 ppb where the change in behavior takes 

place.  

 

Figure 53: a) DC resistance of a Bi2S3 sensor in the presence of different NO2 concentration 
in a background of dry synthetic air, operated at 50 °C. b) The DRIFT spectra evaluating 
the 4-hour exposure to 600 ppb NO2. From [138]. 

The spectroscopic data shown in Figure 53b indicates that a change in the chemical 

reaction at the surface takes place when exposed to at least 600 ppb NO2. The spectrum 

recorded at the end of the exposure to 600 ppb, or any higher concentration shows 

different features than the spectrum recorded at the end of the exposure to 500 ppb or 

any lower concentration. In order to better comprehend what exactly changes during the 

exposure to 600 ppb, the spectral data recorded during this concentration step was 

investigated more thoroughly.  
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In the beginning of the exposure, an increasing band at 1701 cm-1 is observed which can 

be assigned to molecularly adsorbed NO2 [115]. The longer the material is exposed to 

600 ppb NO2, this band shifts to slightly higher wavenumbers due to an overlap with a 

decreasing double band (1689 and 1672 cm-1). Next to the decreasing double band, an 

increasing double band (centered at 1612 cm-1) is observed. Additionally, nitrates and 

nitrites start to form the longer the sensor is exposed to 600 ppb NO2 based on the 

increasing bands between 1500 and 1200 cm-1. The fact that the double feature with the 

decreasing and increasing double bands next to each other appears at the same time as 

nitrates and nitrites start to form, suggests a correlation between these surface groups. 

Both double bands (the decreasing one centered at 1680 cm-1 and the increasing one 

centered at 1612 cm-1) are in the range where Bi-S overtone vibrations can be expected. 

The fact that these two bands present as double bands supports the assumption that both 

double bands can be assigned to Bi-S overtone vibrations. In the Bi2S3 lattice, there are 

two slightly different Bi-centers. While one of the Bi atoms is bonded to four S atoms, the 

other Bi atom is bonded to five S atoms which would result in slightly different vibration 

frequencies.  

Decreasing bands are usually associated with breaking of a chemical bond, as for example 

observed for metal oxides where decreasing metal-oxygen bands usually mean that 

oxygen is removed from the lattice. However, the fact that in the case of Bi2S3, the 

decreasing double band is accompanied by an increasing double band at slightly lower 

wavenumbers could also indicate that the Bi-S bond is weakened instead of broken which 

would be observed as exactly that  a decreasing double band next to an increasing double 

band at lower wavenumbers. The simultaneous formation of nitrates and nitrites 

indicates that the Bi-S bond is weakened as a result of surface nitrates and nitrates.  

This leads to the question why nitrates would be observed and why the resistance would 

start to behave unexpectedly the moment the nitrates formation is first observed. The 

DRIFT spectra indicate molecularly adsorbed NO2 (increasing band at 1701 cm-1) and a 

weakened Bi-S bond due to the formation of nitrates and nitrites (double feature at 1680 

and 1612 cm-1 in addition to the increasing bands between 1500 and 1200 cm-1). A 

commonly reported reaction of NO2 at the surface metal oxides includes the healing of 

oxygen vacancies under formation NO. Bi2S3 is obviously not a metal oxide and therefore 
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has no oxygen vacancies. However, it is highly probable that Bi2S3 has sulfur vacancies 

instead. It is possible that the sulfur vacancies could be healed by NO2 under formation of 

NO similar to the surface reaction with metal oxides. As mentioned in the beginning of 

this section, the formation of Bi-O would result in increasing bands at 820 and 420 cm-1 

[150]. With the setup available at the institute, bands in this wavenumber range cannot 

be measured since they are  This means with the currently 

available experimental data it is not possible to prove the healing of sulfur vacancies with 

oxygen, however, the fact that the formation of nitrates is observed strongly suggests this 

reaction.   

 

Figure 54: Schematic illustration of the NO2 sensing mechanism on the surface of defective 
Bi2S3 in dependence of the NO2 concentration. a) defective Bi2S3 surface as it is present; b) 
reduction of NO2 to NO resulting in healed sulfur vacancies that are filled with oxygen, and 
schematic illustration of the involved valence electrons; c) surface with healed oxygen 
vacancies, d) schematic illustration of the reaction of NO2 with the healed Bi2S3 surface 
resulting in the formation of nitrates, and schematic illustration of the involved valance 
electrons showing the release of one electron back into the base material. From [138]. 

Based on the DRIFT spectra, the following conclusions are made: 

1) In low NO2 concentrations, sulfur vacancies at the surface of Bi2S3 are healed by 

NO2 with oxygen under the formation of NO.  

2) At 600 ppb NO2, the previously healed sulfur vacancies that are now filled with 

oxygen enable the formation of nitrates and nitrites. 
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3) In the presence of all NO2 concentrations, molecularly adsorbed NO2 is observed. 

The change in chemical reaction at the surface of Bi2S3 coincides with the observed change 

in behavior of the resistance. In order to understand how the changing surface reaction 

can result in the observed resistance changes, one has to look closer into the electrons 

that are involved in these reactions. NO2 has 17 valence electrons in its gaseous form. 

Oxygen that is bound in the Bi2S3 lattice has 8 valence electrons. This means, free gaseous 

NO2 and lattice bound oxygen have a total of 25 valence electrons. This is the situation 

expected in low NO2 concentrations. When gaseous NO2 forms a nitrate with the oxygen 

bound in the Bi2S3 lattice, this nitrate has 24 valence electrons, one electron less than free 

NO2 and lattice bound oxygen. This electron is released into Bi2S3 upon formation of 

nitrates. The experiments that are described in section 5.3.2 show that the transduction 

in Bi2S3 is depletion layer-controlled which means that the released electron would be 

observable as a decrease in resistance, which is exactly what is observed.   

The concluded surface reactions explain the behavior of the resistance with increasing 

NO2 concentrations. However, as mentioned earlier, a depletion layer-controlled 

transduction means that a decrease in resistance should be accompanied by an increase 

in CPD, while an increase in resistance should be accompanied by a decrease in CPD. This 

is not the behavior that was observed in the Kelvin Probe experiment  the CPD constantly 

decreased while the resistance changed its behavior multiple times (Figure 52). A possible 

explanation for this phenomenon could be the simplifications that were made earlier. For 

the initial evaluation, it was assumed that the change in CPD is equivalent to the change 

in surface band bending. However, it was also mentioned that this was only true if no 

surface dipoles were present at the surface. The healing of surface vacancies with oxygen 

is not expected to result in the formation of surface dipoles. NO2, on the other hand, is a 

molecule that has been reported to form surface dipoles which would influence the 

electron affinity at the surface of the semiconductor which would further result in a 

change in CPD. This means earlier simplifications cannot be made anymore. Instead, one 

must calculate the theoretically expected change in CPD based on the measured change 

in resistance. The difference between the theoretically expected values for the change in 

CPD and the measured change in CPD will give the change in electron affinity at the 
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surface resulting from the formation of surface dipoles due to the absorption of NO2 in 

the form of nitrates or nitrites.  

 

Figure 55: This graph shows the measured change in work function (black), the calculated 
and expected change in band bending based on a perfect depletion layer controlled 
transduction (red) and the resulting change in electron affinity based on the measured 
change in work function and calculated and expected change in band bending (difference 
between red and black). From [138]. 

The result of this evaluation is shown in Figure 55. Based on the results shown in this 

figure, one can determine three different regions in the increase in electron affinity. There 

is an initial increase in electron affinity up to roughly 600 ppb NO2, at which point the 

change in resistance behavior is observed. Even for low concentrations, there is already a 

significant increase in electron affinity. At this point, there are two reactions expected to 

occur: 1) the healing of sulfur vacancies with oxygen under reduction of NO2 to NO; and 

2) the formation of nitrites due to the molecular adsorption of NO2. Reaction 1 is not 

expected to result in the formation of surface dipoles. Reaction 2, on the other hand, 

could very well result in a shift in electron distribution in NO2 and result in the formation 

of surface dipoles. Then, there is the second region in the graph shown in Figure 55 

between 600 ppb and 2 ppm where the increase in electron affinity is stronger 

pronounced than below 600 ppb NO2. This is most probably a result of the simultaneous 

adsorption of molecular NO2 and the formation of nitrates. Nitrates, just like nitrites, are 

expected to form surface dipoles and would add to the increase in observable electron 

affinity change. The third region in the graph is observed for concentrations above 2 ppm. 

In this region, a constant increase in electron affinity is observed. It is difficult to say why 
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this might be the case, however, it is assumed that in this concentration range surface 

nitrates are the predominant species that adds to the increase in electron affinity.    

5.3.5. Gas Sensing Mechanism of O3 

O3 was investigated as a second oxidizing gas, partially due to the expected sensing 

mechanism. The sulfur vacancies of Bi2S3 were distinguished as the key reactive surface 

sites for the reaction with NO2. In order to test whether this could be the predominant 

reaction site for oxidizing gases in general, Bi2S3 was exposed to O3. For metal oxide-based 

gas sensors, the reported reaction mechanism with O3 describes the oxidation of oxygen 

vacancies and the subsequent formation of O2. Since it was observed that low NO2 

concentrations results in the healing of sulfur vacancies, it is expected to observe the same 

with O3. This hypothesis was tested with the help of DRIFT spectroscopy once again by 

equilibrating the sensor in synthetic air followed by repeated exposures to 1.4 ppm O3.  

 

Figure 56: a) DC resistance measurement of a Bi2S3 sensors exposed to 1.4 ppm O3 three 
times in a row; b) DIRFT spectra of the three O3 pulses correlating to the DC resistance 
measurement in part a) of this figure (black  pulse 1, red  pulse 2, green  pulse 3). From 
[138]. 

The data in Figure 56a shows the increase in resistance resulting from the reaction of O3 

at the surface, the correlating spectral data during the respective O3 exposures is shown 

in Figure 56b. Apart from a significant amount of gaseous water, which is a side product 

of the O3 generation, two double bands can be clearly determined: one at 1353 and 1305 

cm-1, the other one at 1138 and 1110 cm-1. There are reports that both double bands are 

indicative of adsorbed O3 [151 154]. As of now, it is not possible to confirm whether the 
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adsorption of O3 is followed by the formation of molecular O2 and healing of sulfur 

vacancies. The formation of Bi-O bonds is not observable with the available DRIFT setup, 

and O2 is not IR-active, and even if it were, the amount of O2 formed due to the reaction 

with O3 would be very low compared to the already present amount of O2 in the test 

background. Therefore, experiments that could support the assumed reaction mechanism 

require either an IR setup that can measure the lower wavenumber range where the 

formation of Bi-O bands would be observed or a way to analyze the exhaust gas for O2 in 

an experiment in a nitrogen background in order to make sure that the formation of O2 

will be observed. Neither setup was available in the lab at the time of this work. Therefore, 

an alternative way to support the assumed mechanism was chosen. The results are 

discussed in the upcoming section (section 5.3.6).  

5.3.6. Competition Between O3 and NO2 

The fact that the formation of Bi-O bands cannot be observed with the available DRIFT 

spectroscopy setup since the detector does not cover the needed wavenumber range, the 

possibilities to confirm the assumed reaction mechanism of both O3 and NO2 at the 

surface of Bi2S3, where sulfur vacancies are healed at the surface, are limited. The 

experiments with both oxidizing gases strongly indicate that the healing of sulfur 

vacancies is involved in the mechanism, however, definite experimental proof is missing. 

A way to further support the assumed reaction mechanisms with both oxidizing gases is 

the investigation of the competition between O3 and NO2. In the case that both gases heal 

sulfur vacancies as part of the reaction mechanism, one should see a decrease in the 

sensor response to either gas after the sensor was exposed to the other gas. This theory 

was tested by exposing the sensor to NO2 and O3 alternatingly.  

Figure 57 shows the result of the competition experiment. The baseline resistance shows 

a relatively stable value, while the resistance in the presence of the oxidizing target gases 

shows some changes. The first exposure to 1.4 ppm NO2 has a significantly higher 

response than the following four exposures. It is possible that this is already a result of 

the healed surface vacancies that need some time to recover. However, the response to 

NO2 is relatively stable at around 6. The five exposures to NO2 were followed by three 

exposures to 1.4 ppm O3. The response to O3 is lower than that to the same concentration 
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of NO2, though stable at a value of around 4. The next four exposures are to 1.4 ppm NO2 

again and a significant decrease in response compared to the first five exposures to NO2 

is observed. This indicates that the reaction between NO2 and Bi2S3 is inhibited by prior 

exposures to O3. It should be noted that the subsequent exposure to O3 does not seem to 

be influenced by exposures to NO2 in between. The two O3 exposures after the second set 

of NO2 exposures appear to result in approximately the same response as before the NO2 

exposures. However, the response to NO2 following the two O3 exposures again shows a 

decrease in sensor response. 

 

Figure 57: Resistance values and sensor signals of a Bi2S3 sensor exposed to 1.4 ppm NO2 
five times, followed by two exposures to O3, four exposures to NO2, two exposures to O3 
and finally three exposures to NO2. From [138]. 

To investigate the underlying reaction with O3 that inhibits the response of Bi2S3 to NO2, 

the spectra recorded after the O3 exposures were investigated. In cases where there are 

any remaining surface groups after the exposure to O3 that are not related to the healed 

sulfur vacancies but could play a role in the inhibition of the reaction with NO2, these 

spectra should reveal it. 

Figure 58 shows the changes at the surface of Bi2S3 following each of the first three 

exposures to O3. To obtain these spectra, the last recorded spectrum before the sensor 

was exposed to O3 was used as a reference, while the spectrum in equilibrium after the 

exposure to O3 was used to see how well the surface recovered after the exposure to O3. 

Based on the spectra in Figure 58 it is not clearly distinguishable why the response to NO2 
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is inhibited. The double band at 1138 cm-1 and 1110 cm-1 which was also observed during 

the exposure to O3 does not fully recover indicating that a small amount of adsorbed O3

sticks to the surface even after O3 is removed from the system. Since it is assumed that O3

adsorbs in sulfur vacancies this could explain the inhibition of the response to NO2. 

However, it is more likely that the amount of healed sulfur vacancies far outweighs the 

small amount of adsorbed O3 in sulfur vacancies and it is still assumed that the number of 

healed sulfur vacancies due to the exposure to O3 are responsible for the decrease in the 

response to NO2. 

Figure 58: DRIFT spectra showing the changes at the surface following the exposure to 
1.4 ppm O3 (surface in equilibrium conditions after the exposure referenced to right before 
the exposure - both in dry synthetic air).
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6. Summary 

In the realm of this Thesis, two classes of materials were investigated with regard to their 

gas sensing characteristics when operated at temperatures below 100 °C: a noble metal 

loaded SMOX and two different semiconducting metal sulfides. The investigated SMOX 

material was WO3 that was surface-loaded with Pt via SFRD. By using this method, it was 

possible to obtain WO3 nanoparticles that were loaded with metallic Pt instead of the 

often-reported oxidized Pt. The investigation of this material was started during the 

the presented Thesis. The focus was on the 

CO sensing mechanism with both the noble metal loaded WO3 and the pristine WO3 and 

on how the presence of Pt changes the surface reactions. Part of the material 

characterization was also done in the realm of this Thesis. The sensors were investigated 

in-situ at the synchrotron facility in Grénoble, France. During this beamtime it was found 

that the noble metal was mostly present in metallic form initially and stayed metallic even 

after operation in air. These results combined with the findings obtained with DRIFT 

spectroscopy revealed the spillover mechanism as sensing mechanism for the detection 

of CO with WO3 loaded with metallic Pt.  

When the pristine WO3 sample was investigated under the same operation conditions, it 

was found that the exposure to low CO concentrations resulted in an increase in 

resistance which was unexpected since WO3 is a n-type semiconductor and the exposure 

to CO, a reducing gas, was expected to result in a decrease in resistance, in case a response 

was observed. With the help of DRIFT spectroscopy and theoretical calculations found in 

literature, it was concluded that at 75 °C molecular oxygen adsorbed in surface oxygen 

vacancies and if exposed to CO, the molecular oxygen was split, effectively healing the 

surface vacancy while also oxidizing CO to CO2.  

The investigation of semiconducting metal sulfides was a topic that had not been 

discussed a lot in literature. Initial investigations were done on lead sulfide colloidal 

quantum dots. We had to realize that with this material the sensor preparation had a huge 

impact on the sensor performance, and it was difficult to obtain reproducible 

performances. Therefore, the first experiments that were done had the goal to produce 
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reliable sensors that showed reproducible results. Different techniques were tested for 

the sensor preparation as well as different ways to do the ligand exchange necessary for 

these colloidal quantum dots. These experiments resulted in the conclusion that spin 

coating was the method best suitable for sensor production with PbS CQDs.  

Then, the sensors were investigated for their sensing performance. It was found that 

sensors made from PbS CQDs lacked a response to every tested volatile organic 

compound, however showed good responses to NO2. Repeated exposures to NO2 

revealed severe instability of the sensor, both in terms of sensor response and baseline 

stability. With the help of DRIFT spectroscopy, it was found that the ligand exchange was 

not effective enough to remove all of the organic ligand from the surface. Further, it was 

concluded that the residual organic ligand played a key role in both the ageing and sensing 

mechanisms. The reaction between NO2 and oleic acid (the organic ligand that was used 

to stabilize the CQDs after the synthesis) resulted in the formation of byproducts that 1) 

initially induced a higher sensor response than NO2 would have done on its own and 2) 

the organic reaction products got stuck on the surface of the CQDs resulting in the 

formation of an insulating shell around the semiconducting CQD which was observed as 

an increase in baseline resistance. This was confirmed by producing new sensors with an 

improved ligand exchange procedure. The samples were again investigated with DRIFT 

spectroscopy, and it was found that NO2 adsorbed at the surface, directly resulting in a 

charge transfer observed as a decrease in resistance, while at the same time the formation 

of Pb(NO3)2 was observed which resulted in a steady and slow increase in baseline 

resistance.  

The second semiconducting metal sulfide that was investigated was Bi2S3. There was and 

still is even less literature on Bi2S3 and its sensing capabilities than on PbS. Additionally, 

the little literature that exists contradicts each other with regard to selectivity and 

sensitivity. Just like the PbS sensors, the Bi2S3 sensors were produced via spin coating 

including a ligand exchange procedure. The initial experiments with these sensors 

revealed a selective response to NO2 over CO, H2, ethanol, toluene and acetone that was 

independent of humidity. The sensing mechanism was investigated with the help of Kelvin 

Probe measurements as well as DRIFT spectroscopy. It was found that the NO2 sensing 

mechanism of Bi2S3 changed depending on the NO2 concentration. While low NO2 
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concentrations resulted in an increase in resistance due to healing of sulfur vacancies at 

the surface, in higher concentrations a drop in resistance was observed due to the 

subsequent formation of nitrates involving the healed sulfur vacancies with oxygen. A 

further increase in NO2 concentration resulted in a constant battle of a release and uptake 

of electrons, and the resistance basically remained constant. Since the available DRIFT 

setup was not capable of measuring the wavenumber range in which the formation of Bi-

O bonds would be observed, the obtained experimental results could not prove beyond a 

doubt that the suggested mechanism is correct. Therefore, the sensing mechanism to a 

second oxidizing gas was investigated, namely O3. The O3 sensing mechanism for SMOX 

based sensors that can be found in literature suggests a similar mechanism as was 

suggested for the reaction of NO2 at the surface of Bi2S3: surface oxygen vacancies are 

healed by O3 under formation of O2. While the limitation of the DRIFT setup remained the 

same (the formation of Bi-O cannot be observed), it was assumed that O3 and NO2 would 

compete for the same reaction sites, the surface sulfur vacancies. If this were the case, an 

inhibition of the sensor response would be expected. And indeed, the sensor response to 

NO2 after it was exposed to O3 decreased. While this is still no definite proof of the 

suggested mechanism, it was taken as another indication in support of the suggested NO2 

mechanism.  

In summary, both materials showed promise for the development of chemo resistive gas 

sensors operatable at low temperatures. WO3  loaded with metallic Pt showed high 

responses to CO when operated at 75 °C while no response to acetone and toluene was 

low. The response to ethanol was lower than the response to CO which is exciting since 

the response to ethanol usually far exceeds the response to CO. The metal sulfides 

showed selectivity for oxidizing gases. Both PbS (at room temperature) and Bi2S3 (at 50 °C) 

showed no response to any of the reducing gases that were tested while they showed 

good responses to NO2, and Bi2S3 also to O3. PbS, however, also displayed severe 

instability when exposed to NO2 multiple times. Bi2S3 did not display the same instability 

but showed a concentration dependent sensing mechanism to NO2 in addition to an 

inhibition of the signal when the material was exposed to O3. Both metal sulfides showed 

limitations, however,  but also promise that is worth to be further investigated. 
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7. Outlook 

There are still a lot of unknowns where the investigated materials, their sensing behavior 

and mechanisms are concerned. Especially the class of semiconducting metal sulfides is a 

relatively new class of materials used in gas sensing devices. There is not a lot of literature 

and some of the literature contradicts each other. While the results obtained with Bi2S3 

seemed promising, there is still a lot of work to be done. It starts with finding definite 

proof of the here suggested mechanism. In discussions with other scientists, XPS was 

often mentioned as a possible tool to confirm the mechanism. However, the experiment 

would have to be planned carefully. It was observed that the Bi2S3 fully recovered if left in 

room air for less than 2 weeks. If the samples were held in vacuum, which would be the 

case in an XPS (especially during transfer which can require extended time periods), it 

would be unlikely that the healed sulfur vacancies would stay healed. This experiment 

would have to be carefully planned, preferably in a system that can take low gas pressures 

(near ambient pressure XPS). 

The number of available semiconducting metal sulfides is vast. While PbS seemed not very 

promising in terms of stability and strength of sensor response, Bi2S3 showed promising 

results. First experiments with SnS2 (neither shown in this Thesis nor published) indicated 

a very interesting behavior as it was found that the type of response changed based on 

the temperature. This means while at room temperature the response showed p-type 

behavior, it switched to n-type behavior when increasing the temperature to 100 °C. 

Overall, the influence of the temperature on the sensing behavior was not investigated. 

Considering the results obtained with SnS2, this should certainly be on the list of future 

experiments.  
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